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ABSTRACT

Mortazawy, Mehdi MSc, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, May 2018. Numerical Simulation of Shock Wave Propagation in Ducts With Grooves.

The pressure attenuation of moving shocks when they propagate in ducts, is of
great importance in a wide variety of applications, such as health, safety, and transportation. The objective of this research is to simulate the propagation of shock
waves in ducts with roughness. The roughness is added in the form of grooves as
in an existing experiment. Di↵erent shapes are considered in order to better understand the physics behind the evolution of the complex shock patterns resulting from
di↵raction, reflection and refraction of the primary moving shock. The contribution
of grooves and duct shape on these phenomena and pressure attenuation is investigated. The numerical method is validated through several test cases, and the results
are compared against the theory and the experimental measurements. Good agreement between high resolution computations and the experiment is obtained for the
shock speeds and complex wave patterns created by the grooves. Time histories of
pressure at various locations are also compared. It is found that accurate pressure
history agreement requires a close representation of the full experimental setup to
fully capture boundary layer development, and pressure losses associated with un-

xix
steady moving shocks in long ducts. Di↵erent groove geometries have been tested in
the numerical computation in order to identify the shape that will diminish shock
strength, hence pressure extrema more e↵ectively. Analysis and animations of the
computed results are employed to reveal salient features of the unsteady flowfield.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Identification and Significance of the Problem
Investigation of complex shock interactions for external and internal flows has

been an area of interest for many years. Steady-state complex shock interactions
have been studied experimentally since the development of the first supersonic wind
tunnels (Ackeret, 1936; Prandtl, 1961; Pope & Goin, 1965; Oswatitsch & Wieghardt,
1987). For many of these steady high speed flows analytical or numerical solutions of
the inviscid flow governing equations; e.g. the Euler equations could be obtained and
provided further insight. The development of high frequency cinematography and
visual experimental techniques (Schardin, 1957) made possible the investigation on
unsteady shock interactions. In parallel, the development of high resolution numerical methods and the increase of computing power made possible to supplement the
experimental findings with numerical simulations in order to gain further insight of
the complex flow phenomena associated with moving shock interactions. In certain
cases, the viscous flow e↵ects for high speed flows are not very significant and time
accurate high resolution numerical solutions of the Euler equations were found to be
in excellent agreement with the experiment (Woodward & Colella, 1984; Igra, Falcovitz, Reichenbach, & Heilig, 1996; Sun & Takayama, 1997; Igra et al., 2001; Sun &
Takayama, 2003; Britan et al., 2004). In other cases however, viscous flow e↵ects are
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significant (Henshall, 1957; Hornung & Taylor, 1982; Jin & Liu, 1996; Sun, Ogawa,
& Takayama, 2001), and the numerical solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations is required. The main characteristics of steady and unsteady shock waves
are briefly described next.

Stationary Shock Waves
Gaining a deeper understanding of many practical real world phenomena demands
detailed investigation of solutions to nonlinear partial di↵erential equations (PDEs)
that govern compressible flow. The real concern for compressible flow arose with
the introduction of discontinuities associated with high-speed flows. Detailed understanding of density variation in these flows due to high enthalpy and total pressure is
required for a comprehensive analysis of such problems (Anderson, 1990). A proper
understanding of supersonic flow became crucial due to the arrival of the jet engines and blast waves, particularly during the development of nuclear weapons at Los
Alamos during the second World War (Minzoni & Smyth, 2015).
Supersonic flow led to many studies related to the speed of sound, shock waves,
contact discontinuities, and expansion waves at di↵erent Mach numbers and the resolution and interaction of shock waves (Liepmann & Roshko, 1957; Courant, Friedrichs,
& Lewy, 1967). The speed of sound, a thermodynamic property, was first calculated
q
p
by the French mathematician Laplace, as a =
where = ccvp , p, ⇢, cp , and cv are
⇢
the ratio of specific heats, pressure, density, specific heat at constant pressure and

specific heat at constant volume, respectively (Anderson, 1990; Liepmann & Roshko,
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1957; Courant et al., 1967; Finn, 1964). The first visualization of stationary shock
waves was achieved by Ernest Mach on a study of a bullet in a supersonic flow (Mach,
1887). In Figure 1.1, the formation of strong and weak shock waves in the head and
tail of the bullet, are demonstrated respectively. An important aero-thermodynamic

Figure 1.1 The photo taken by physicist Ernst Mach in 1888 in Prague,
using Schlieren Photography on a 5 mm-diameter negative. It depicts
the strong and weak waves around a supersonic brass bullet. (Mach,
1887)

parameter, Mach number, M , was first introduced by Jakop Ackeret and named as
the Mach number to honor Ernst Mach for his scientific contributions to supersonic
flow (Rott, 1985). The Mach number is defined as M = av , where v is flow velocity
and a is the speed of sound. This parameter is also used for the classification of flow
regimes, i.e., subsonic, sonic or supersonic, if Mach number is M < 1, M = 1, and
M > 1, respectively (Whitham, 2011). There are several types of flow visualization
technique associated with the investigation of shock waves. Two of the main ones are
described briefly below.
Schlieren visualization is based on the blockage of light by a refractive index
gradient (Settles, 2012). The gradients of the flow density and the variation of the
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index of refraction are directly proportional. A viewing screen is used to di↵erentiate
between the deflected and undeflected light. The partially undisturbed light is blocked
by a knife edge, which produces a shadow pattern. This pattern is a representation
of light intensity of the compression (large density regions) and expansion waves (low
density regions), which characterize the flow.
On the other hand, interferometry is mostly used for small displacements measurements, refractive index changes and surface irregularities. In this visualization
technique, a single source light is split into two arrays traveling di↵erent optical paths,
then combined to create interference, where the resulting fringes give information
about optical path length di↵erence (Hariharan, 2010).

Unsteady Shock Waves
Normal shock waves can either be viewed as stationary waves relative to a wing
on a flying airplane for instance, or as unsteady moving waves relative to a fixed
laboratory point of view. An unsteady shock wave is usually defined as a non-linear
wave which travels at supersonic speeds. It is visualized as a sharp thin wave front
across which some of the flow properties such as pressure, temperature, density, entropy and velocity of flow change abruptly. The thickness of a shock wave is very
small (⇡ 10 7 m) compared to other lengths characteristics of fluid flow. Unsteady
shock waves can occur naturally as in the case of an earthquake, volcanic eruption
and lightning bolt. Some of the man-made examples include detonation in mining or
construction. They are ususally produced unintentionally which lead to undesirable
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consequences, e.g. intense noise levels, pressure loads, sonic boom, etc. Propagation
of shock waves from explosions create damage and may result in loss of lives. Rapid
attenuation of shocks in mines and tunnels is of great importance to safety.
Pressure attenuation of a moving shock propagating in a duct, is of great importance in a wide variety of applications such as health and safety, transportation
(high-speed trains and car silencers) and the chemical industry (pipe loading). These
pressure waves often lead to high loading on piping systems in industrial and nuclear
power plants, and when reflected o↵ orifices, vessels, accumulators, closed tubes,
cross section reductions or valves may lead to significant pressure increase (Movahed
& Groenig, 1986). The pressure waves after a lapse of time merge, become stronger
and often can form new shock waves. These shock waves cause higher loads in short
tubes compared to pressure waves of equal strength but longer extensions due to
their sharp front. Pressure attenuation of these shock waves is inherently present in
exhaust ducts and tunnels, where the roughness of the walls play an important role
in the pressure attenuation upstream. Previous studies (Igra et al., 2001) have shown
that shock wave strength tends to decay faster when it propagates into a branched
duct or into large damping chambers, where the main mechanism responsible for
weakening the shock wave is several expansion waves caused by the grooves and the
branched junctions. On the other hand, it was observed that amplification of shock
waves occurs due to multiple reflections or compression waves.
Moving shocks have also been employed in geophysics and medicine as their potential benefits have been slowly understood (Takayama & Saito, 2004). For aerospace
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applications, unsteady shock wave interaction with boundary layer and strong pressure waves following moving shock interaction with non-smooth geometries are some
of the primary causes of performance degradation, structural fatigue, and air intake
efficiency reduction. Shock wave-boundary layer interaction is also responsible for
shock-vortex interaction and unsteady vortex shedding which are major contributors
to intense broadband noise (Pirozzoli & Grasso, 2006). Furthermore, understanding the interaction between moving shocks has important applications in supersonic
mixing layers, supersonic jets, combustion instability, and pulse detonation engines
(Burr & Yu, 2018). While the interaction of a shock wave and a single vortex is
one of the most simplified models of shock-turbulence interaction and has been extensively studied through experiment (Hollingsworth, 1955; Dosanjh & Weeks, 1965;
Naumann, 1973), theoretical analysis (Ting, 1974), and direct numerical simulation
(Ellzey & Henneke, 2000), interaction of shock wave with a vortex pair is far more
complicated and contains more complexity in physical phenomena including shock
wave distortion, shock focusing, crossing, and folding, and has di↵erent mechanisms
of sound generation (Zhang, Zhang, & Shu, 2006). All of these important applications
have led to numerous studies over the past few decades, in order to better understand
the natural phenomena associated with the behavior of unsteady shock waves.

Moving Shocks in Ducts
In this work, an investigation of a moving shock in a square duct with grooves is
carried out with the numerical solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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The numerical simulations are for the same geometry and conditions of a series of
experiments carried out at the high speed experimental facilities of the University of
Manchester (Gongora Orozco, 2010). The objective of the experiment was to identify
the e↵ect of grooves on the attenuation and alteration of a shock wave propagating
through a square duct. In the experiments the shape of the grooves remained fixed
while di↵erent wall junction angles were considered. For these arrangements, attenuation of shock with varying strengths was also investigated. Some of the intended
applications of these experimental investigates are escape of exhaust gases from car
engine through silencers (mu✏ers), high-speed trains passing through a tunnel, explosions in mines, tunnels, and confined buildings, where the compression waves travel
through ventilation systems which in turn has great impacts on health and safety.
In the numerical simulations single-side grooved (SG) and double-side grooved
(GG) wall configurations for the straight (0o ) and 90o junction angle was studied with
a moving shock of strengths: MS = 1.34, and MS = 1.66; the same as those studied
in the experiment. This makes a total of 8 as shown in Fig. 1.2. High resolution
inviscid flow simulations were carried out initially. These numerical solutions were
found in reasonable agreement with the available schlieren during the entire course of
the passage of the shock through the test section. The invsicid flow solutions, however,
failed to provide reasonable agreement with the unsteady pressure measurements at
several locations inside the test section. Therefore, viscous flow solutions were carried
out using a total of five di↵erent cases in addition to the inviscid solutions. These
cases are summarized in the Table 1.1. In the rest of this introductory section, the
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Cases

0o straight

SG

MS = 1.34

90o angle branch

GG

MS = 1.66

MS = 1.34

SG

MS = 1.66

MS = 1.34

MS = 1.66

GG

MS = 1.34

MS = 1.66

Figure 1.2 Tree chart of the studied cases

Table 1.1. Simulation cases
Case

Description

1

Inviscid

2

Viscous (Laminar)

3

Turbulent (SA)

4

Turbulent (SA) inlet velocity (up ) profile defined

5

Turbulent (SA) reduced inlet velocity (up )

6

Turbulent (SA) 3D

motivation, objectives and scope of this work are described in more details and the
organization of the rest of this thesis is outlined.
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1.2

Motivation
Several researchers have shown experimentally and numerically that increasing

the roughness on the wall of a duct or tunnel can suppress the pressure jump of a
propagating shock (Igra et al., 2001; Britan et al., 2004). One way to achieve this
is by incorporating groves on the wall which causes pressure and noise suppression
through multiple reflection and expansion of the primary incident shock as depicted
by Figure 1.3 in the case of a closes duct.

Figure 1.3 Sample results of experimental schlieren (top) and numerical schlieren (bottom) obtained by SU2 for a right moving shock of
MS = 1.34 inside a double-side grooved duct taken at: left) 60(µs) and
right) 220(µs). Experimental results taken from (Gongora Orozco,
2010)

To the knowledge of the author, only one numerical simulation exists in the literature which compares only the shock patterns visually with the experiment, without
further analysis of shock speed, or time history of pressure (Wang, Ding, Tan, &
Han, 2015). There is no evidence in literature of a numerical simulation of shock
wave propagation in a closed duct that is directly extended from the driven section
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of a shock tube. Most of the previous works have evolved around studying an external explosive type shock wave that enters a duct from outside, hence very little or
almost no development of boundary layer and viscous e↵ects. Furthermore, hundreds
of studies are for a tunnel with a step in the beginning where flow is initially unsteady, and reaches steady state after a long time. Furthermore, the schlieren images
of Fig. 1.3 indicate that in the grooves, viscous flow e↵ects and vortex shedding are
important, and that adequate modeling is required in order to closely represent the
full experimental setup, and be able to compare the results of the experiment with
the computations. Some of the objectives of this thesis are further discussed in the
next section.

1.3

The Objective of the Numerical Simulations
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical solutions as

compared with the experimental results of the generation, propagation and interaction
of shock waves inside ducts, and to evaluate and better understand the e↵ect of groove
geometry on shock propagation and pressure attenuation. A better and detailed
understanding of the e↵ect of the groove shapes on the propagation and attenuation of
shocks in extended ducts will enhance the design of current exhaust nozzles, chemical
pipes, tunnels, mines, and many other related applications.
In this thesis, all available experimental data have been used for a detailed comparison with the computations, quantitatively and qualitatively. These include the
schlieren, shock speed, and pressure history at several locations inside the duct which
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are shown in Fig. 1.4 . It is desired to reproduce these results in the computations
and to obtain good agreement.

Figure 1.4 Sample result for the shock speed, and pressure history
from the experiment. Obtained from (Gongora Orozco, 2010).

In particular, the specific objectives are:
• To evaluate the accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of the SU2 , an open-source
finite volume CFD code for unstructured meshes, through validation of analytic
solutions, experiments, and previous computations associated with unsteady
moving shocks.
• Obtain good agreement with the flow visualizations of the experiment.
• Identify the e↵ects of near wall viscous flow on surface pressure.
• Address 3D e↵ects and shortcomings in simulating the full experiment.
• Investigate the e↵ect of groove geometry in order to enhance shock attenuation.
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• Understand the e↵ect of diaphragm pressure ratio (shock strength) on the attenuation or amplification of pressure.
• Demonstrate the e↵ect of branch (wall junction) on the shock propagation.
• Identify some features of the flow as it exits from a nozzle into the atmosphere
similar to the experiment.

1.4

Scope and Limitations
Several numerical and experimental studies of unsteady shock propagation have

been performed up to this date (Kim et al., 2004; Igra et al., 2001; Igra, Wang, Falcovitz, & Heilig, 1998; Igra et al., 1996). As mentioned previously, all of these studies
share one physical aspect in common, which is an external shock wave entering the
duct from outside where boundary layer development and viscosity are neglected due
to a very short period of time and the schlieren images and pressure time histories
are recorded in close proximity of the duct entrance. While this method introduces
its own challenges such as acoustic type disturbances and wave reflections which can
a↵ect the density and pressure field, little or no work is needed numerically to model
the experimental setup accurately, i.e., inviscid (Euler) flow with no boundary layer
development e↵ect behind the shock, turbulence modeling, or geometrical complexities, etc. On the other hand, in the case of a moving normal shock in square ducts,
the flow behind the moving shock develops a more complex than a boundary layer
near wall flow. It is more similar to that of a pipe flow, and by the time the shock
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passes through the test section, a shear flow follows it. This flow pattern significantly
a↵ects pressure and the overall flow field when the shock propagates over the grooves.
In fact no evidence of such physically complex flow numerical simulation has been
investigated in the literature to the knowledge of the author.
Some of the major limitations in the numerical study include: experimental uncertainties associated with recordings, detailed numerical representation of the complete
physics and geometry of the experiment setup, e.g., accurate temperature, surface
roughness, possible corner radius, etc. Most importantly, the experiment is conducted inside a 3D rectangular shock tube, whereas most numerical simulations have
been conducted in 2D in order to make possible use of high resolution meshes.
In the experiment, once the diaphragm is broken, a long segment is required in
order to ensure that the slower moving contact discontinuity does not enter the test
section. As a result, the shock travels 1750(mm) before it reaches the test section
which is only 130(mm) long. For the numerical simulations however, a shock wave is
initiated at the entrance of the test section and only the test section is analyzed. Such
detailed and extensive three dimensional numerical simulation that is representative
of the experiment requires enormous computational resources.
Table 1.2 briefly shows how extensive are some of the numerical domains created
for the computations. These are for a 2D test section (except the last case) which
is only 130(mm) long. Considering the full length of the shock tube (1750mm) and
the 25(mm) width in z-direction, the computational domain with similar resolution
to that of the medium (viscous) or even medium (inviscid) case would go well be-
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yond hundred millions of cells which is not feasible with the available computational
resource.
Table 1.2. Computational Feasibility
Grid

hmin

Total Cell (millions)

CPU Run Time (hrs)

Total Number of Cores

Coarse (inviscid)

0.1

0.4

8.9

36

Medium (inviscid)

0.04

1.8

22.6

108

Fine (inviscid)

0.02

6.5

34.3

216

Medium (viscous)

0.001

14.6

53.1

324

Coarse 3D (viscous)

0.03

31.4

285.4

360

1.5

Organization of Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 a detailed survey of

previous theoretical, related experimental and numerical approaches in studying unsteady shock waves is given. Chapter 3 presents the experimental setup and shows
the test sections used for the numerical computations. Chapter 4 shows the governing
equations, used in the numerical methodology, and some essential features of the algorithm. Chapter 5 demonstrates the validation of a few test cases through geometry
setup, boundary conditions, and numerical settings. Finally, in chapter 6 the results
from the simulations of several experimental cases summarized in Fig. 1.2 are presented and discussed. A general conclusion of the current studies is drawn in Chapter
7, followed by recommendations for future work. The material complementing the
research are annexed in the following appendices:
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Sample calculations of the shock tube are presented in Appendix A. Appendix B
includes details on the calculation of boundary layer and the corresponding assumptions. Appendix C shows a sample configuration setup file of the SU2 code with the
implementation of shock tube initialization.
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2. Previous Related Studies

Di↵erent approaches are taken when studying unsteady shock waves. For simpler
cases, analytic solutions have been developed to classical problems where the complexity lies in the physics rather than geometry. In addition, in order to partially
verify the analytic solution and to acquire a better understanding of the underlying physics and dominant factors in transient shock waves, several experiments have
been conducted in the past (Andreopoulos, Muck, Dussauge, Smits, & Selig, 1989;
Dolling & Murphy, 1983). These experiments are usually too costly and time consuming and often cannot provide a quantitative information about all the physical
variables of interest. The development of accurate numerical schemes and the increase
of computing power that was achieved over the past few decades have enabled high
resolution simulation of more realistic problems (Adams, 2000). The next following
sections will briefly discuss some of these theoretical, experimental and numerical
approaches when studying unsteady shock waves.

2.1

Theoretical Studies
The following sections will summarize the theoretical aspects of unsteady shock

waves and is divided into four subsections; main equations, shock reflection, shock
di↵raction and shock attenuation.
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Unsteady Shock Wave Equations
For a stationary shock, shown in Figure 2.1, the continuity, momentum and energy
equations are respectively,
⇢1 u 1 = ⇢2 u 2

(2.1)

p1 + ⇢1 u21 = p2 + ⇢2 u22

(2.2)

h1 +

u21
u2
= h2 + 2
2
2

(2.3)

For a stationary shock wave the velocity u1 and u2 are described as: u1 = velocity of
the gas ahead of the shock wave, relative to the wave, and u2 = velocity of the gas
behind of the shock wave, relative to the wave. In the case of a moving shock wave:
u1 = W and u2 = W

up , where W = shock speed, and up = flow speed behind

the moving shock. After some rearrangements the following equations can be derived
(Anderson, 1990).

Figure 2.1 Schematic of stationary and moving shock waves adapted
from (Anderson, 1990)

e2

e1 =

p1 + p2
(v1
2

v2 )

(2.4)
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T2
p2
=
T1
p1

⇢2
=
⇢1

+1
1

p2
p1
+1 p2
1 p1

+

1+
+1
1

1+

+1
1

MS =

!

(2.5)

⇣ ⌘
p2
p1

+

(2.6)

p2
p1

WS
a1

(2.7)

The shock speed WS can be related to the pressure ratio across the shock wave and
the speed of sound of the gas into which the wave is propagating, through Equation
2.8 as follow:
W S = a1

r

+ 1 ⇣ p2
2
p1

⌘
1 +1

(2.8)

As mentioned earlier, a shock wave propagating into a stagnant gas induces a mass
motion with velocity up behind the wave. The relation between this velocity and
pressure ratio is given by Equation 2.9 below.
a1 ⇣ p 2
Up =
p1

1

⌘

2
+1
p2
p1

+

1
+1

! 12

(2.9)

These are essentially the relations for the moving shock that were used as initial
conditions in the computations.

Shock Wave Reflection
When a shock wave impinges on a rigid boundary a reflected shock travels in the
opposite direction of the incident shock. The flow state upstream depends on the
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reflection as shock waves propagate through tubes or ducts of variable cross section
(Gvozdeva & Fokeev, 1977). Extensive studies have been carried out on shock wave
reflections. Several compilation of the work done has been reviewed through the past
decades (Bazhenova, Gvozdeva, & Nettleton, 1984), (Hornung, 1986), and (Ben-Dor,
1991).
Shock reflection are divided into two main categories: regular reflection (RR)
and irregular reflection (IR) as shown in Figure 2.2. The incident shock wave Mach
number Ms and the wall angle ✓w determine the type of reflection. Regular reflection
(RR) consists of two shock waves: the incident shock wave (I) and the reflected
shock wave (R). This type of reflection usually occurs at large wall angles. Irregular
reflection is divided into two subgroups: Mach reflection (MR) and von Neumann
reflection (vNR). MR consists of a three shock system: incident shock (I), reflected
shock (R), and the Mach stem (M). The point where these three meet is called
the triple point (Tp ). A contact discontinuity is also formed, separating the gas
encountered by the incident and reflected shock, from the gas impacted by the Mach
stem. This discontinuity is usually referred to as the slipstream (SL). SL is a region
across which the flow direction and static pressure are uniform while entropy remains
discontinuous.
The di↵erent regions of an MR are referred to by numbers from 0-3, where (0)
is the flow state ahead of the incident shock wave, (1) is the flow state between the
incident and the reflected shock waves, region (2) is the flow state behind the reflected
shock wave, and region (3) is the flow state behind the Mach stem. The state notation
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Figure 2.2 Shock wave reflection configurations: (a) Regular reflection,
(b) Mach reflection adapted from (Ben-Dor, 1991)

is also applicable to the case of RR with the exception of region (3). The di↵erent
states are presented in Figure 2.3. For an IR the velocity in state (2) is greater than
that in state (3) and the temperature in state (3) is greater than that of state (2). The
MR occurs when a reflected shock wave cannot stay parallel to the wall. The analytic
model to explain the flow field of a RR is known as the two-shock theory. The flow
field of the MR near the triple point is described by the three-shock theory. When

Figure 2.3 Flow parameters for shock wave reflection configurations:
(a) Regular reflection, (b) Mach reflection, adapted from (Ben-Dor,
1991)
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the reflected shock wave (R) of a MR degenerates to a compression wave near the
triple point, the reflection configuration is called a von Neumann reflection (vNR).
Steady flow concepts is applied by fixing the frame of reference (FoR) to the shock
wave. Additionally by overlapping a flow with equal and opposing velocity of the
triple point, the shock wave is made stationary (Olim & Dewey, 1992). The flow field
with the new FoR is referred to as pseudo-stationary or pseudo-steady flow.

Shock Polar Diagram
Shock polar or pressure deflection diagrams is a graphic representation of the shock
wave reflection. The graph is presented in terms of static pressure P and the deflection
angle ✓. Figure 2.4 illustrates this for a RR with supersonic flow behind the reflected
shock wave. The flow deflection angles, ✓ are measured with respect to the reflection
point r. State (0) is at the origin, where P = Po and ✓r = ✓1r = 0. Subsequent
flow states can be obtained from state (0) when passing through an oblique shock by
the I-polar. The flow traveling from state (0) to state (1), across the oblique shock
wave, is on the I-polar at the point P = P1 and ✓r = ✓1r . The position of all the flow
states which can be obtained from state (1) by passing through any oblique shock
wave is represented by the R-polar. The R-polar and the I-polar are opposing due
to the opposite flow deflections. Therefore, state (2) which is the flow behind the
reflected shock wave is on the R-polar. The location of state (2) is found at the
intersection of the R-polar with the P-axis, where ✓r = ✓2r = 0. The two possible
solutions of state (2) which can be achieved are the “weak shock solution” (2w) and
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Figure 2.4 Shock polar (pressure-deflection) diagram for a regular reflection, adapted from (Ben-Dor, 1991)

a “strong shock solution” (2s). Both points are shown in Figure 2.4. Additionally,
the properties of the flow on the shock polar diagram can be analyzed. Point a
illustrates a situation which the flow state behind the oblique shock wave is identical
in all its properties to the flow state ahead of it. In this case, there is no pressure
jump across the infinitesimally weak discontinuity thus, P1/P0 = 1 and the angle of
incidence between the oblique shock wave and the oncoming flow ( 1 ) is equal to the
Mach angle µ = sin1 ( M1s ). There is no flow deflection (✓1 = 0). On the other hand,
point b is the maximum pressure jump across the incident shock wave ( pp12 = max),
by referring to a head on collision, i.e.

1

= 90o and there is no flow deflection. The

separation point between supersonic and subsonic flow is point s, which is located in
the R-polar when M1 = 1. The flow along segment a
subsonic (M1 < 1) along segment s

s is supersonic (M1 > 1), and

b. These two segments are referred to as the
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weak and strong shock polar portions, respectively. The detachment point where the
maximum deflection occurs is given by point m.
Two transition criteria of regular reflection to irregular reflection are based on
the last two points on the shock polar, namely s and m. The transition criteria is
discussed in the next section.

Transition of Regular Reflection to Irregular Reflections
The transition criteria between the di↵erent reflections configurations are based
on the two- and three-shock theories. The theory to describe shock wave reflection
was originally developed by Von Neumann based on the following assumptionss (BenDor & Takayama, 1992):
1. Steady flow
2. Ideal fluid (inviscid with no thermal conduction)
3. Perfect gas (p = ⇢RT )
4. Straight discontinuities near the reflection point, hence the flow bounded by the
discontinuities stay uniform
5. The slipstream (contact discontinuity) is infinitely thin
Three di↵erent transition criteria of: detachment, mechanical equilibrium and
the sonic have been suggested. They are usually analyzed in terms of the angle of
incidence

1

which is the angle between incident shock wave (I) and wall surface. This

is due to the disagreement between the various proposed criteria and the experimental
results have never been satisfactory enough in the complete range of incident shock
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Mach numbers and reflecting wedge angles (Henderson & Lozzi, 1975; Takayama &
Ben-Dor, 1983). The transition criteria RR , IR which best agrees with pseudosteady shock tube experimental data is the criterion arising from the detachment
point m or the sonic point s. The di↵erence between these two criteria is small
as illustrated in Figure 2.4. However, since the sonic criterion has its roots in a
general transition criterion based on the length-scale concept which is also applicable
to steady flow and unsteady flows over concave wedges, the sonic criterion is likely to
be the RR , IR transition criteria in pseudo-stationary flows. The sonic criterion
has also been shown experimentally (Olim & Dewey, 1992) to be a valid criterion as
long as Mr2

1. The magnitude of the speed of sound behind the reflected wave plays

a crucial role in the reflection. In a quasi-steady case there is always compression of
the gas flow near the vertex of the wedge. If we move away from the vertex with a
coordinate system attached to the triple point Tp at supersonic speed, the portion
of the reflected wave near this point is straight. For regular reflection (RR) in the
entire range of deflection angles (except those near the critical angle where transition
occurs), the gas flow behind the reflected wave is supersonic with respect to the triple
point. In the simple Mach reflection, the Mach number of the gas behind the reflected
wave with respect to the triple point is less than unity, i.e., all the signal from the
vertex of the corner reaches this point (Korobeinikov, 1989), where Mr2 is the flow
Mach number in state (2) behind the reflected shock wave of a RR with respect to the
reflection point r. Therefore, if Mr2

1, a RR type reflection takes place and when

Mr2  1 an irregular reflection (IR) occurs. Starting with regular reflection, as

1

is
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increased gradually, the free stream Mach number downstream of R will eventually
become sonic. With further increase in

1,

transition to irregular reflection (IR) will

take place (Henderson, 1982; Mirels, 1985).

Shock Wave Reflection in Viscous Flows
The two- and three-shock theory for analyzing the RR and IR are based on inviscid
flow assumption. However, in reality viscosity, though in small quantity, is present in
all fluids. The flow interacts with the reflecting surface through the viscosity leading
to momentum exchange and interaction of slipstream.

Viscous E↵ects in RR
Figure 2.5 compares the flow features of regular reflection with out and with
viscous e↵ects. The flow velocity in state (1) and (0) are the same, therefore it could
be treated as an inviscid flow. However, in state (2) the boundary layer develops in a
frame of reference attached to r. The boundary layer indicates the reflecting surface
r, hence, the Navier-Stokes equations should be used to describe the flow. Due to
complicated extra terms an alternative method using the boundary layer displacement
technique can describe the flow. Boundary layer displacement changes the geometry
of the reflecting surface to treat it as an inviscid flow. Therefore, the reflecting surface
behind point r is displaced by the boundary thickness displacement
in Figure 2.5(b). The flow angle displacement ⇣ = ✓1

⇤

(x) as shown

✓2 . The wedge angle at which
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transitions from RR , IR occurs is decreased. The larger the ⇣ the greater the
influence on the wedge angle where the RR , IR transition takes place.

Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of: (a) viscous RR over the real
reflecting surface (b) inviscid RR over the displaced reflecting surface,
adapted from (Ben-Dor, 1991)

Viscous E↵ects in MR
Viscous e↵ects on a MR configuration are dominant in the flow along the reflecting
surface and on both sides of the slipstream as depicted in Figure 2.6. The boundary
layer influences the reflection point r where the foot of the Mach stem (M) touches the
reflecting surface. Since the flow of the the Mach stem is subsonic in the triple point
Tp frame of reference, the influence of the boundary layer on the flow is transferred to
the triple point. As mentioned before, the Navier-Stokes equations should be used in
state (2) and (3) of the flow; however, because of the complicated calculation involved,
the displacement thickness technique can be applied, where the thickness above and
below the slipstream must satisfy the condition

⇤
2

=

⇤
3

(Ben-Dor, 1991). By imposing
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the condition

⇤
2

=

⇤
3

the orientation of the imaginary slipstream is obtained. The

slipstream (SL) is then used to define the imaginary flow streamlines in state (2) and
state (3) which were assumed to be parallel initially. Consequently the reflected wave
R and Mach stem M are displaced to fit the imaginary flow deflections. The incident
shock wave thickness, the most appropriate characteristic length for evaluating the
value of the displacement angle ⇣ of the slipstream, also depends on P2 .

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of viscous e↵ects on MR configuration, adapted from (Ben-Dor, 1991)

While this schematic is for a MR, a similar type boundary layer is also formed
behind a moving normal shock on a flat wall as will be shown later in the results
chapter.

Shock Wave Di↵raction
The most common situation where shock wave di↵raction occurs is when an incident shock wave travels along a wall with a convex corner. Shock wave di↵raction
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has been studied extensively by many researchers (B. W. Skews, 1967; Bazhenova,
Gvozdeva, Komarov, & Sukhov, 1973; Hillier, 1991). These studies identified flow
features which appear in shock di↵raction in convex wall angles ranging from 5o to
165o . Figure 2.7 shows the features of a shock wave di↵raction.
When the incident shock wave I reaches a convex corner it di↵racts. The di↵racted
shock wave D travels along the convex wall. A reflected sound wave m travels upstream. For increasing Mach numbers the reflected sound wave traveling upstream is
slowed down by the velocity of the oncoming flow (up ). When the strength of the flow
propagating downstream is greater than the velocity of the reflected sound wave it is
swept downstream. The contact surface (CS) originates at the point of intersection
of the reflected sound wave m and the incident shock wave I. Figure 2.7(a) represents

Figure 2.7 Features of shock di↵raction pattern over a corner: (a)
small angles and (b) large angles, adapted from (B. W. Skews, 1967)

the shock di↵raction pattern for a convex corner for angles (✓w ) lower than 45o . The
shock di↵raction takes place by a series of expansion waves N. The flow turns and
stays parallel to the wall. Therefore, the slipstream and vortex are absent up to angles
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of 45o . The increase of the Mach number leads to the formation of a secondary shock
Sv. This is due to the di↵erence between the accelerated flow in the expansion wave
and the flow behind the di↵racted shock D.
When the convex corner is greater than 45o , the flow behind the di↵racted shock
wave turns through a smaller angle than that of the convex wall ✓w which leads to
the appearance of a slipstream. The slipstream SL separates the region of expanding
flow from the region almost at rest. The vortex V is produced by the roll-up of the
slipstream (B. W. Skews, 1967). The location of the slipstream, tail of the PrandtlMeyer fan N, and the velocities of the contact surface and the second shock are
independent of corner angle for angles greater than 75o .
The shape of the di↵racted shock curve D is not a single curve. The di↵racted
shock portion attached to the wall is perpendicular to it at the foot and tangential to
the curved portion of di↵racted wave. This wall-side portion of the di↵racted shock
is referred to as the plane wall shock. Independent of the corner angle, the di↵racted
shock wave forms an envelope around the flow. However, the wall shock is not part
of this envelope.
Vorticity production in a shock wave di↵raction over convex corners ranging from
5o to 180o has been quantified (Sun & Takayama, 2003). Total vorticity is represented
by the circulation, which is evaluated by integrating the velocity along a path enclosing the perturbed region behind a di↵raction shock wave. The rate of circulation
production depends on the shock strength (Ms ) and the wall angle ✓w , considering
viscosity and heat transfer are neglected. Strong shock waves generate faster eddies.
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The study showed that the eddies produced by the slipstream represents a large proportion of the total vorticity. Therefore, the slipstream is a greater source of vorticity
than the baroclinic e↵ect in shock di↵raction. Higher vorticity production rate was
observed for the inviscid solution compared to the viscous flow simulations. Details
supporting this will be shown later in the validation and preliminary test section.

2.2

Related Experimental Studies

Shock Attenuation
As high pressure jumps can eventually lead to shock wave production in various
scenarios of industrial and transport applications, the geometry of the wall and the
roughness play important roles. An example of this is a tunnel inside which a highspeed train is traveling. This is similar to a piston acceleration as shown in Figure
2.8, where several compression waves can lead to a shock wave. In this case, the most
viable solution is to modify the inner walls of the tunnel, or attach a damping device
on the front of the moving train (Sasoh et al., 1994).
Several studies on shock attenuation have been carried out for di↵erent geometries
and Mach numbers, where it has been shown that porosity is a key factor for shock
attenuation (Szumowski, 1971). When barriers are introduced as shock absorbers, the
blockage ratio of the flow, the geometry of the elements, and position of the barrier
are taken into account for achieving maximum attenuation. In the case of junctions or
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Figure 2.8 Schematic illustration of disturbance propagation from the
piston on x-t diagram. x is the distance from the entrance of the test
section (Sasoh et al., 1994)

bends, the angle, length, number of junctions (deflections of the flow), and expansion
chambers, play an important role in pressure dampening.

Bends and Junctions
When a planar shock wave propagates into a uniform cross-section duct, it slowly
attenuates due to momentum and energy dissipation via friction and heat transfer.
A faster decay in the shock wave strength is observed when it propagates into a
branched duct. In such case the main mechanism responsible for reducing the shock
wave strength is multiple shock wave reflections initiated by the branched ducts (Igra
et al., 2001).
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The pattern of the flow field when shock waves of Mach number 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5
encounter bends with di↵erent angles: 60, 90 and 120 degrees were studied extensively
(B. Skews, 1997) (see for example Figure 2.9 for the 120 degrees). When a shock wave
propagates around a sharp-angled bend in a duct, vortex shedding occurs at the corner
with the downstream wall due to flow separation. A numerical and experimental study

Figure 2.9 Features of the flow past a bend adapted from (B. Skews, 1997)

of the interaction between a planar shock wave and a square cavity was carried out
(Igra et al., 1996). High peak pressures were experienced by the cavity wall on which a
head-on collision with the incident shock wave takes place. The lowest peak pressures
were found on the cavity wall along which the incident shock wave di↵racted. In air,
for Ms < 2 the flow behind the shock is subsonic and the flow expansion into the cavity
was achieved via the formation of a vortex, whereas for Ms > 2 the post-shock flow
is supersonic and the flow expansion into the cavity is through a centered expansion
wave. The study was expanded later (Igra et al., 1998), where the configuration of
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the cavity was replaced by a tube with a 90o branch. In the experiments carried
out, it was observed that the planar shock wave di↵racted when the first bend was
encountered. The shock wave splitted into the main and branched tube forming a
cylindrical (two-dimensional) shock wave on both branches. The interaction with the
wall caused a complex reflection of the shock wave, where Mach reflections could be
observed. The pressure history presented several peak pressures as the reflected wave
returned to the branched duct. The shock wave transmitted down the 90o branch is
found to be weaker than the one propagating along the original direction. Therefore,
if one looks for protection from the high pressure generated behind blast wave in a
similar case, the most suitable location is along the left wall where the incident wave is
initially di↵racted. The most dangerous location, on the other hand, would be in the
vicinity of the right hand corner of the branch where the original shock is reflected.
Further downstream of the duct, the shock waves are weaker than the incident shock
wave and are approximately considered as one-dimensional shock tube.
In a later study (Igra et al., 2001), the configuration was modified as a double
bent duct as shown in Figure 2.10. Four di↵erent models were investigated by varying the roughness and the total volume bounded by the bends. The roughness was
incorporated in the wall using small cavities. The double bent configuration showed
more weakening of the incident shock. In addition, it was found that a critical value
of Length over Height (L/H) of the section exists for which highest attenuation is
obtained. The value in this case was found to be L/H = 4. The roughness in the
duct wall reduced the pressure jumps across the moving shock wave.
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Figure 2.10 Schematic descriptions of the models investigated: (a)
smooth-walled duct; (b) rough-walled duct; (Igra et al., 2001)

In automotive industry, silencers are usually used to suppress the exhaust noise
in the pipes. Comparison of several configurations of bends and perforations to the
silencer of an exhaust system was done (Kim et al., 2004). An incident plane shock
was initiated at the inlet of the silencer and its corresponding Ms was varied from
1.01 to 1.30. Inviscid numerical simulations showed the presence of shock wave reflection/di↵raction and vortical flows inside the silencer model. A series of eight di↵erent
silencer models were used as shown in Figure 2.11. Time pressure histories at the
exit of the silencer were compared for each of the configurations. A maximum of 27%
decrease in pressure was achieved for the configuration with a series of ba✏e plates
placed in the expansion chamber. The Mach number of the incident shock wave in
the ba✏e plate model negligibly a↵ects the decay ratio of the first over-pressure peak,
pout
;
pin

while for the other models, the decay ratio is a weak function of the Mach num-

ber, somewhat decreasing with an increase in Ms . This is explained by the stronger
reflections and di↵raction inside the expansion chamber due to the higher Ms .
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of the silencer models used (Kim et al., 2004)

2.3

Related Numerical Studies
It is known that investigating unsteady shock fronts using experiments is consider-

ably limited due to the time, cost and the complexity involved when quantifying flow
parameters. Hence, numerical simulations complement the experiments by capturing
the complex structure of shock interaction phenomenon. However, the solution to
the full Compressible Navier-Stokes equations plus the need for high resolution flow
structure requires advanced shock capturing numerical schemes as well as significant
computing resources. Advancements made in numerical methods and the increase of
computing power, makes numerical simulations a viable tool to explore these problems
of complex physics.
Several numerical studies have been conducted over the years to complement experiments. It has been shown that when shocks propagate into the main branch of a
complex structure such as those in mines, the high pressure is responsible for driving
the waves into other branches where the reflcetion of the boundaries often result in
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a coalescence to even stronger waves (B. Skews & Law, 1991). It was found that
shock waves when di↵racted from a two dimensional corner (such as those from the
cross section of a typical nozzle), a secondary shock wave forms behind, only if the
incidence Mach Number MS is within the range of: 1.03 to 1.74 in air, and if the
range of di↵raction angle is between 90o and 120o (Sun & Takayama, 1997). This is
mainly due to the existence of a locally supersonic flow, to which the subsonic flow
behind the incident shock is accelerated by the upstream traveling expansion waves.
It was also found that the viscosity was of minor importance to the formation of the
secondary shock even though responsible for attenuating the pressure across the secondary shock. The efficiency of a double-bend duct in attenuating shock waves has
been demonstrated experimentally and numerically (Igra et al., 2001). Demonstrating the accuracy of a second-order Riemann solver was attempted by comparing the
first pressure jump of the computations with that recorded in experiment. It was also
demonstrated that due to highly unsteady and complex flow structure and the e↵ect
of viscosity, the inviscid Euler solutions yield some discrepancies in pressure history
over longer times, even though the complex flow pattern from the computation was
generally in good agreement with that of the experiments.
Recent medical and industrial applications of shock waves have necessitated better
understanding of shock waves at very low Reynolds number such as those in extremely
small tubes. It has been demonstrated that in such tubes, when the incident shock
of Mach number MS ⇡ 1.2, the viscosity becomes noticeable only when the channel height is bellow h = 4 mm (Sun et al., 2001). It was also demonstrated that
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even smallest disturbances on the surface can a↵ect the pressure recordings, hence
extremely precise pressure transducers are needed in order to validate numerical computations of Navier-Stokes Equations. Detailed study on the production of vorticity
in shock di↵raction has been conducted (Sun & Takayama, 2003). The increase of
vorticity production, depends on the strength of the incident shock as well as the
di↵racted wall angle if viscosity e↵ects and heat transfer are neglected. For instance,
stronger shocks produce vorticity at a faster rate. In addition, it was found that the
slipstream is a more important source of vorticity than baroclinic e↵ects. Finally, an
experimental and numerical study of shock wave interacting with perforated plates
has been investigated (Britan et al., 2004). In this study the importance of including
energy losses (i.e. employment of Navier-Stokes equations instead of Euler’s) was
demonstrated through discrepancies in the flow pattern and recorded pressure when
comparing numerical computations with experiment.
In the next chapter, the experimental setup of the square duct with various groove
arrangements, branch angles, and the location of the pressure taps are described in
some detail. The passage of the shock over the grooves encompasses a number of
characteristics described in this section. For instance, as the shock travels through
the driven section it develops a complex boundary layer behind somewhat similar
to the schematic shown in Fig. 2.6. As the shock di↵racts from the first groove,
a similar characteristics to that of the Fig. 2.7 is observed. The shock inside each
groove then goes through multiple reflections similar to those shown in Fig. 2.2. The
remaining transmitted shocks from the grooves eventually exit and form compression
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waves that are stronger than the decelerating shock front. The compression waves
from each groove after a period of time, coalesce to form a secondary moving normal
shock as shown in Fig. 2.8. In the case of a branch angle, similar characteristics to
that shown in Fig. 2.9 is observed where the transmitted shock traveling down the
junction is of weaker strength compared to the primary moving shock propagating
along the original direction as also found from the previous experimental study (Igra
et al., 1998).
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3. Experimental Setup

3.1

Description of Experiment
A comprehensive study of moving shock wave interaction with grooves inside the

test section of a rectangular duct was conducted at the University of Manchester
(Gongora Orozco, 2010). The cross sectional area of the shock tube were: 25(mm)
x 25(mm). Three pressure ratios: PL /PR = 4, 8, 12 across the shock tube diaphragm
were considered. Straight tube geometry with grooves and a range of branching tubes
with junction angles of up to 150o were used for the test section, which resulted in a
total of 24 configurations. The test section was placed at the end of the driven section
of the shock tube. The length of the driver, driven and test section are: 700(mm),
1750(mm), and 130(mm) respectively. Roughness was introduced only inside the test
section in the form of grooves either on the bottom side or both top and bottom sides
in order to evaluate shock attenuation. The grooves dimensions are: 2.5(mm) wide
and 7.5(mm) deep with 5(mm) spacing between each one. Pressure transducers were
placed at several locations inside the test section to record the variation of pressure
during the passage of the shock. Furthermore, the interaction of the shock with
the grooves and the resulting complex wave patterns were recorded using high-speed
schlieren photography. The schematic of the shock tube and some of the test section
configurations are depicted in Figure 3.1, where PL denotes the initial driver pressure,
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the shock tube with test section configurations; a.0, b.30, c.45, d.60, e.90 o junctions (Gongora Orozco, 2010)

while PR is the initial driven pressure on the right side. The theoretical Mach number
of the moving shock wave MS is a function of the pressure ratio across the diaphragm
(PL /PR ), and for air as the selected gas, is given by (Gaydon & Hurle, 1963).
PL
2 MS2 (
=
PR
( + 1)

1)



1 aL
·
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✓
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2
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(3.1)

Table 3.1 shows the theoretical shock wave number MS corresponding to each diaphragm pressure ratio, PL /PR .
Table 3.1. Theoretical Mach numbers of the moving shock
PL /PR

4

8

12

MS

1.34

1.54

1.66
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Drawings of the test sections used for constructing the computational domain in
the numerical simulation for the straight and the 90o branched duct with grooves on
one-side are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Location of transducers for 0 degree and 90 degree pipe
for solid-groove and groove-groove configuration (dimensions in mm)
(Gongora Orozco, 2010)
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In addition to the straight duct, the branched angles of the junction were varied in
the range of 30–150 degrees. The experiments were performed for shock tube driver
pressures of PL = 4, 8 and 12 bar, with the pressure in the driven section being
ambient. The grooves give rise to a series of compression and expansion waves when
the incident shock wave propagates over them. These compression and expansion
waves propagate radially. Therefore, the influence of the waves is seen upstream and
downstream of the flow field. The deceleration of the velocity on the shock front
when encountering the grooves is due to the expansion waves propagating upstream.
The di↵raction of the incident shock wave when reaching the junctions adds to the
deceleration of the shock front. The compression waves which exit the grooves on the
walls after a period of time, are responsible for the pressure increase upstream. Additionally, the coalescence of the compression waves form a secondary moving normal
shock wave propagating downstream behind the primary shock front. However, the
secondary shock forms when the double-side groove configuration is used for the test
section wall. A sample schlieren photo, along with pressure history and shock speed
plots from the experiment are shown in Figure 3.3, and 3.4.
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Figure 3.3 Experimental schlieren for di↵erent junctions with
PL /PR = 4, from (Gongora Orozco, 2010)
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Figure 3.4 (Left) Sample shock speed, (Right) Pressure history at
probe T8 recorded by the experiment.
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4. Numerical Methodology

4.1

Governing Equations
The governing equations of fluid dynamics consist of continuity, momentum, and

energy balance equations, followed by the equation of state to relate density to pressure and temperature. If Newtonian fluid is assumed, in this case air, the conservative
form of these equations in Einstein notations reduce to,
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In the above equations, fi is the force applied on the fluid, E is the total internal
energy denoted by E = e + 12 ui ui , and e is the specific internal energy per unit
⇣
⌘
@T
volume. qj =
k @xj is the heat flux vector , where k is thermal conductivity.
⇣ ⇣
⌘
⌘
@uj
@ui
2 @uk
⌧ij = µ @xj + @xi
µ
is the viscous stress tensor, where µ is the molecular
3 @xk ij
viscosity. The equations of state define pressure and specific internal energy as a

function of density and temperature for a calorically perfect gas: p = p(⇢, T ) and
e = e(T ) respectively. Thus closing the system and allowing the above equations
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to be solved. An example of this relation is the equations of state for an ideal gas
(Anderson, 1995; Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007),
p = ⇢RT

4.2

and e = Cv T

(4.4)

Modeling
Simplifications are usually made when solving the governing equations. For in-

stance, to make these equations independent of small fluctuations the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) assumption is used. Other advanced and computationally
intensive models such as DES, LES, and DNS exist, however they will not be covered
in this thesis.

4.2.1

RANS

For incompressible flows, the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are obtained using Favre-averaging. All variables are split into a time-averaged and a fluctuating part,

=

+

0

. The time-averaged part is calculated as,

=

1
T

R

T

(x, t)dt.

For compressible flows often a di↵erent type of decomposition is done using Favreaveraging, where variables such as ⇢u are decomposed as ✓ = ✓˜ + ✓0 , where ✓˜ =

⇢✓
.
⇢

Hence ✓0 includes both turbulent and density fluctuations. After Favre-averaging
the velocity and energy, and operating a standard time-averaging for ⇢ and p, the
following equations are derived.
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and ⌧ij = ⌧f
ij + ⌧ij . For the energy equation,

similar averaging is applied and the following is obtained
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This decomposition is made in most of the compressible codes. For incompressible
codes the Favre decomposition is not used and the RANS equations are derived from
the standard time averaging. Certain assumptions for the turbulent terms have to be
made before solving the RANS equations (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007).
When modeling the governing equations with RANS, it is important to model the
turbulent scales. There are several models which deal with how to model turbulence.
In this study, only the Spalart-Allmaras model will be reviewed.

4.2.2

Turbulence Model (Spalart-Allmaras)

The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model is an one equation model, where the
kinematic eddy viscosity is calculated through a transport equation and a length scale
is found from an algebraic expression. The model is a cheap way of calculating the
boundary layers in aerodynamics. In the Spalart-Allmaras model an eddy viscosity
parameter e is calculated. It is related to the eddy viscosity through,
⌫t = ⌫˜f⌫1

(4.8)
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The Reynolds stresses are calculated based on the following assumption,
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A transport equation is set up for ⌫e to find the eddy viscosity,
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(4.10)

e = ⌦+ ⌫e 2 f⌫1 , and ⌦ is the mean vorticity. The wall functions depend on the
where ⌦
(y)
⇣
⌘
2 2
e
variables f⌫2 = f⌫2 (e
⌫ /⌫) and fw = fw ⌫e/(⌦ y ) . The turbulent length scale can
be found from y, where y is the distance from wall (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007).
The model constants are chosen as

⌫

= 2/3,  = 0.4187, Cb1 = 0.1355, Cb2 = 0.622,

and Cw1 = 0.0.56203. Further details can be found here (Spalart & Allmaras, 1992).

Y+
The non-dimensional wall distance denoted as y+ is used to determine the boundary layer distance at which a Control Volume (CV) is located. It is calculated from
Eq. 4.11.
y+ =

u⌧ y
⌫

Where y is the distance from the wall, and u⌧ =

(4.11)
p
⌧w /⇢ is referred to as the friction

velocity. The first cell needs to be located in the viscous sublayer for a y + < 5, where
u/u⌧ = y + and for y + > 30 the flow is referred to as being in the log-law region
(Davidson, 2015). For turbulent flow calculations the y+ or the first point from the
surface was y+ = 0.001 to ensure that at least two to three cells exist for y+ < 5.
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4.3

Finite Volume Method
The open-source SU2 code is used in this thesis for all the numerical simulations.

This code was originally released by the Aerospace Design Lab at Stanford University
in 2011, and it has been since then under development by Stanford University and
several other institutions worldwide such as Delf University of Technology, Kaiserslautern University of Technology, Polytechnic University of Milan, and the Imperial
College London. The code is based on the Finite Volume (FV) method which utilizes
the integral form of the governing equations (Anderson, 1995). The control volumes of
di↵erent shape (quadrilateral and quadrilateral in 2D, or hexahedral and tetrahedral
in 3D) are constructed using a grid generator. SU2 code incorporates an unstructured
mesh methodology which is well suited for complex geometries in practical applications. The integral form of the governing equations 4.12, is obtained by integrating
over a control volume and applying the Gauss-Green theorem,
Z

CV

r · ~b dV =

Z

CV

@bi
dV =
@xi

Z

ni bi dA

(4.12)

A

where CV stands for the control volume, A is the area surrounded by the control
volume, and ni is the out normal vector to the area A.

4.4

SU2 Modeled Equations
SU2 solves numerically the strong conservation law form of the governing equation

which in mixed vector-tensor notation reads
~
@U
+ r · F~ c
@t

r · F~ v = 0

(4.13)
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~ represents a vector containing the conservative state variables, F~ c (U
~ ) repWhere, U
~ ) is the tensor of viscous fluxes.
resents the tensor of convective fluxes, F~ v (U

4.4.1

Compressible Solver

The strong conservative law form of Eq. 4.13 in Cartesian coordinates and vector
notation (Landau & Lifshitz, 1987) is,
c
c
c
v
v
v
@ F~2
@ F~3
@ F~1
@ F~2
@ F~3
@~u @ F~1
+
+
+
=
+
+
@t
@x1
@x2
@x3
@x1
@x2
@x3

(4.14)

In SU2 framework, the vector of conservative variables is U = (⇢, ⇢v1 , ⇢v2 , ⇢v3 , ⇢E)T ,
where ⇢ is the density, E is the total energy per unit mass, and ~v = (v1 , v2 , v3 ) 2 IR3 is
the flow velocity in a Cartesian coordinate system. In this particular form, convective
and viscous flux vectors are expressed as,
0

⇢vi
B
B
B
B⇢v v + p
B i 1
B
B
F~ c i = B
B⇢vi v2 + p
B
B
B⇢v v + p
B i 3
B
@
⇢vi H

1

C
C
C
C
i1 C
C
C
C,
i2 C
C
C
C
i3 C
C
A

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
F~v i = B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

1

.
⌧i1
⌧i2
⌧i3
vj ⌧ij + µ⇤tot Cp @i T

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C,
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

i = 1, ..., 3

Where, p is the static pressure, H is the fluid enthalpy H = E + p/⇢ and the viscous
stresses are given as ⌧ij = µtot @j vi + @i vj

2
v
3 ij j,j

. It should be noted that the

latin indices i, j denote 3D Cartesian coordinates with repeated indices implying
summation. The source term Q is assumed to be zero here. Using the ideal gas law
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to relate temperature, pressure and density, p = ⇢RT . Where R is the gas constant
through which the specific heat is given by Cp = R/(

1). In order to close the

system of equations, the dynamic viscosity, µdyn is assumed to satisfy Sutherland’s
law as shown below (Sutherland, 1893),
µdyn = µref

✓

T
Tref

◆3/2

Tref + S
T +S

(4.15)

The SU2 code employs dimensional variables, and the constants used are: µref =
1.716 · 10 5 (kg/ms), Tref = 273.15(K), and S = 110.4(K). The total viscosity µtot is
calculated by summing the contribution of the dynamic viscosity and the turbulent
viscosity, thus
µtot = µdyn + µturb ,

µ⇤tot =

µdyn µturb
+
P rd
P rt

(4.16)

where P rd and P rt are the laminar and turbulent Prandtl numbers respectively, and
are estimated to be approximately P rd = 0.9 and P rt = 0.72 (Palacios et al., 2013).
The turbulent viscosity is calculated by the selected turbulence model. The current
turbulence models available in the SU2 codes are the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) and its
subsequent modified models such as SA-E (Edwards & Chandra, 1996), SA-COMP
(Spalart, 2000), and SA-NEG (Allmaras & Johnson, 2012), for issues related to nearwall convergence, compressibility, and under-resolved grids respectively. Another
turbulence model available in SU2 is the k-! SST. All turbulence equations are solved
decoupled from the governing equations via lagging the turbulence quantities by one
timestep.
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4.4.2

Space Discretization

If divergence terms exist in the modeled equations, the FV method demands the
evaluation of

i

at the control volume faces. Applying the divergence or Gauss-Green

theorem of eq. 4.12 to obtain
Z

CV

X
@⇢uj i
dV =
@xj
k

Z

nj ⇢uj i dSk

(4.17)

Sk

The integer k is the number of control volume faces. For a Cartesian grid in 3
dimensions, a Control Volume (CV) is a hexahedron and has 6 faces. As the value of
is unknown at the faces, the cell nodes have to be interpolated.
The convective terms are usually discretized using one of the standard interpolation schemes such as the central, upwind or Total Variational Diminishing (TVD).
In Compressible flows, the fluid properties are not only transported by the flow, but
also by waves, which can give rise to discontinuities such as shocks. This requires
di↵erent types of discretizations. The methods that can deal with these types of flow
are divided into either central schemes such as the Lax Friedrich (LF) method and the
Kurganov-Tadmor scheme (Kurganov & Tadmor, 2000) or the approximate Riemann
solvers such as Roe’s or Godunov’s method (Toro, 2013; LeVeque, 2002).

Riemann Solver
Solutions containing discontinuities, such as shock waves, impose restrictions on
the mathematical formulation of the governing equations and the numerical schemes
to solve the equations. It has been shown that formulations based on primitive
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variables (⇢, u, v, etc) other than the conserved variables (non–conservative variables)
fail at shock waves. They give the wrong jump conditions; consequently the wrong
shock strength, the wrong shock speed and thus the wrong position of the shock.
The classical result of Lax and Wendro↵ (Lax & Wendro↵, 1960), on the other hand,
proves that numerical method which are conservative, if convergent, do converge
to the weak solution of the conservation law form law of the governing equations.
Therefore, it appears necessary to use conservative methods if shock waves exist as
part of the solution in the domain (Toro, 2013).
Riemann solvers have long been regarded as being a crucial drive for accurate and
robust schemes for conservation laws. Godunov and van Leer have been credited with
the formulation of exact Riemann solvers for Euler flow (Godunov, 1959; Van Leer,
1979). While van Leer originally presented an efficient Newton iteration procedure
for evaluating the exact Riemann problem for Euler flow, several authors have tried
to build more efficient approximate Riemann solvers. The underlying reason is that
much of the information provided by the Riemann solver is indeed never used in the
construction of a numerical flux. Thus there is the linearized Riemann solver by Roe
(Roe, 1981), the two-rarefaction fan Riemann solver of Osher and Solomon (Osher &
Solomon, 1982), the two-shock Riemann solver of Colella (Colella, 1985), the HLLE
Riemann solver (Harten, Lax, & Leer, 1983; Einfeldt, 1988), and the HLLC Riemann
solver (Einfeldt, Munz, Roe, & Sjögreen, 1991; Toro, Spruce, & Speares, 1994; Batten,
Clarke, Lambert, & Causon, 1997). All of the above mentioned Riemann solvers
resolve the discontinuity at a zone boundary into a one dimensional array of waves.
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For illustration, let uh denote the piecewise constant solution in each control
volume. Then the Euler equations in control volume (⌦) form are,

d
dt

d
dt
Z

Z

uh (~x, t) d⌦ +
⌦

uh (~x, t)d⌦ +

⌦

Z

⌦

XZ

f 2@⌦

r · F (uh (~x, t)) d⌦ = 0
f

(4.18)

F (uh (~x, t)) · ne,⌦ dS = 0

(4.19)

The solution uh is discontinuous at the faces. Therefore the nonlinear flux F (uh (~x, t))·
ne,⌦ on the faces must be replaced by a numerical flux that depends on two values of uh
at the adjacent faces. For example, the numerical flux h(uj+ 1 , t) for one dimensional
2

finite volume spacial discretization of N cells, Ij = (xj
xj+ 1
2

xj

1
2

1
2

, xj+ 1 ), with length

j

2

=

, for j = 1, 2, ..., N that replaces the non-linear flux f (uxj+ 1 , t) is,
2

⇣
⌘
hj+ 1 = h u(xj+ 1 , t), u(x+
,
t)
j+ 1
2

2

(4.20)

2

And the semi-discrete form is,
d
uh (t) =
dt

1
(h 1
xj j+ 2

hj

1
2

)

(4.21)

A monotone numerical scheme is obtained when the numerical flux h(a, b) is an increasing (meaning non-decreasing) function of its first argument and a decreasing
(meaning non-increasing) function of its second argument (Toro, 2013). Examples of
widely used monotone numerical fluxes are the Lax–Friedrichs (LF) and the Roe’s
flux. The LF numerical flux for instance is,
hLF (a, b) =
Where,

1
[f (a) + f (b)
2

(b

a)]

(4.22)

= @f /@u. In multidimensional SU2 setting, the semi-discrete form is,
duth
d
=
dt
dt

Z

uh (~x, t)d⌦ =
⌦

XZ

f 2@⌦

hf,⌦ (~x, t) dS = 0
f

(4.23)
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A piecewise constant within each control volume representation of the numerical
solution yields only first-order accurate solution therefore at the control volume faces
at least second-order accurate reconstruction of the numerical flux is required on
the cell faces in order to ensure high resolution. Then the integral over the faces is
evaluated numerically with second-order accurate quadrature rules,
Z

f

hf,⌦ (~x, t) dS '

N
X

wn hf,⌦ (xf , t)

(4.24)

n=1

HLLC Scheme
Among di↵erent numerical fluxes available in SU2 , the Harten Lax and van Leer
(HLL) numerical flux was chosen. The HLL numerical flux is an approximate Riemann solver proposed in 1983, that is only based on the integral form of the conservation laws and the fastest signal velocities at the interface, which result in a two–wave
model of the exact solution (Harten et al., 1983). A more accurate method was introduced by Toro in 1992 known as the HLLC. This method restores the missing
contact and shear waves, and assumes a three–wave model, resulting in a better resolution of intermediate waves. A brief discussion of the methodology of this method
is described here as adopted directly from (Toro, 2013). Consider Fig. 4.1 (Left),
in which a Riemann problem and its complete solution structure in a large CV:
[xL , xR ] ⇥ [0, T ]. Now, in addition to the slowest and fastest signal velocities SL and
SR a middle wave of velocity S⇤ is included to account for the contact discontinuity
as shown in Fig. 4.1 (Right); in Euler equations this corresponds to the several eigen-
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value

2

=

3

=

4

= u. Evaluation of the integral form of the conservation laws

Figure 4.1 Control volume [xL , xR ] ⇥ [0, T ] on x–t plane with signal
speeds SL and SR (Left). HLLC solution region consists of two constant states separated by a middle wave of speed S⇤ (Right)(Toro,
2013)

in the control volume reproduces the result of equation 4.25. Also, the consistency
condition: FL = F (UL ) and FR = F (UR ), e↵ectively becomes the Eq. 4.25.
1
T (SR

SL

)

Z

T SR

SR UR

U(x, T )dx =

SL UL + FL
SR S R

T SL

FR

(4.25)

By splitting the left–hand side of integral 4.25 into two terms we obtain
1
T (SR

SL )

Z

T SR

U(x, T )dx =
T SL

1
T (SR
+

SL )

Z

T S⇤

1
T (SR

U(x, T )dx

T SL

SL )

Z

(4.26)

T SR

U(x, T )dx
T S⇤

And defining the integral averages
U⇤L =
U⇤R =

1
T (S⇤

SL )
1

T (SR

S⇤ )

Z

T S⇤

U(x, T )dx

T SL

Z

(4.27)

T SR

U(x, T )dx
T S⇤
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By substitution of 4.27 into 4.26 and use of 4.25, the consistency condition mentioned
above becomes,
✓

S⇤
SR

SL
SL

◆

U⇤L +

✓

SR
SR

S⇤
SL

◆

U⇤R = UHLL

(4.28)

where UHLL is given by Eq. 4.29 below.
UHLL =

SR UR

SL UL + FL
S R SR

FR

(4.29)

In this thesis, for all of the numerical simulation, the HLLC solver has been used due
to its higher resolution shock capturing ability, stability and convergence, compared to
the other solvers such as Roe’s, Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST), and Lax–Friedrichs
(LF).

Gradient Discretization
The terms of the form @/@xi ( ) are discretized in the FVM as
Z

CV

X
@
dV =
@xi
k

Z

ni dSk

Using an interpolation method, the values of

can be evaluated at the surface of

the CV. Alternatively, instead of calculating the values of
method can be used to calculate gradients
at the cell point P (Ferziger & Peric, 2012).

@
@xi

(4.30)

Sk

at the faces, least squares

between the cell and its neighbors,
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Viscous Discretization
The terms of the type
Z

CV

@
(
@xi

@
@xk

✓

@ k
),
@xk

when integrated over a CV become,
◆

@
@xk

dV =

XZ
k

nj
Sk

@
dSk
@xj

(4.31)

Since this is a centered flux, calculation of gradients at the surfaces of the CV is
required. One way is to interpolate the values from the cell center to the faces. To
find the value of the gradient at the cell center P , it is approximately equal to the
average value over the cell.
✓

@
@xi

◆

P

⇡

R

@
d⌦
⌦ @xi

(4.32)

⌦

Equation 4.32, in the FV framework is simplified to
✓
(k)

Here, ni

@
@xi

◆

P

⇡

P

k

k

(k)

Sk n i
⌦

(4.33)

is the vector pointing outward and normal to surface k in the CV. Once the

gradients have been calculated, they can be interpolated to the faces. The gradient at
the cell center can be evaluated using the least squares method as mentioned above
(Ferziger & Peric, 2012).

4.4.3

Time Discretization

Time discretization dictates the algorithm of how the solution advances in time.
Various approaches to time accurate methods exist in the literature ranging from
explicit linear multi-step schemes (e.g. Lax-Wendro↵), multi-stage schemes (e.g.
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Runge-Kutta), implicit forms (e.g. full implicit, approximate factorization, implicit
Runge Kutta, etc). While a matter of personal preference, the criteria are often efficiency and accuracy considerations. Some of the common standard time schemes
used in this thesis are briefly explained below.
The term

@
@t

is discretized using several ways. Consider the following PDE in Eq.

4.34, which is a short hand notation of the semi-discrete form including the viscous
terms.
@
= RHS( )
@t

(4.34)

The explicit Euler, implicit Euler and Crank-Nicholson methods is explained using
the discretization shown in Eq. 4.35,
n+1

n

t
Where the notation
tn+1

n+1

= RHS ✓

indicates variable

n+1

+ (1

✓)

n

at the next time step n + 1 and

(4.35)
t=

tn . If ✓ = 0 the discretization is known as Euler explicit and is considered 1st

order accurate. When ✓ = 1 the discretization is known as Euler implicit which is
also 1st order accurate. When ✓ = 1/2 it is called Crank-Nicholson method, which
on the other hand has 2nd order accuracy. More advanced schemes like the Explicit
Runge-Kutta are also available in SU2 , which can obtain higher order of accuracy
(3rd , 4th , etc) but are computationally more expensive.
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Dual Time Stepping Method
In order to speed up convergence of unsteady flows, the dual time stepping (DTS)
method first described here (Merkle, 1987) can be used. It introduces a new artificial
time derivative into the discretized partial di↵erential equations. In most of the
simulations conducted in this thesis, DTS has been utilized to achieve time accurate
solution with large time steps. The idea behind DTS is to use an implicit scheme with
a large stability region (A-stable or sti✏y stable) and to solver the implicit equations
at each time step by inner iterations using an accelerated time evolution scheme in
artificial or pseudo time (Jameson, 1991). An iterative process is run for every time
step tn in the dual time ⌧ until steady state convergence is achieved in physical time t.
In return it gives the advantage that the continuity equation is fulfilled at every time
step. For demonstration purposes, consider the generic form of a system of partial
di↵erential equations given as,
@t U + F(U ) = 0

(4.36)

Adding the pseudo-time ⌧ derivative of the solution variable U to get
@⌧ U + [@t U + F(U )] = 0

(4.37)

While the fully implicit Euler approximation is,
U n+1

Un
t

+ F(U n+1 ) + O( t2 ) = 0

(4.38)
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In discrete pseudo-time ⌧ (using iteration index s) and replacing n + 1 with s + 1 in
Eq. 4.38, we have
U s+1

Us
⌧

+

U s+1

Un
t

Linearizing F(U s+1 ) and collecting


1
1
+
(U s+1
⌧
t

+ F(U s+1 ) + O( t2 ) + O( ⌧ ) = 0
U s = U s+1

s

U ) + O( ⌧ ) =



Us

(4.39)

U s on the left, we have
Un
+ F(U s ) + O( t2 )
t

(4.40)

The basic approach starting at physical time step n (setting U s=0 = U n ) to n + 1,
is to integrate the left hand side of Eq. 4.40 with a selected implicit scheme, e.g.
approximation factorization, diagonal scheme, direct method, etc., until convergence
in s. The n and n 1 terms are evaluated from previous time levels and after iterating
s times, the solution at time level n + 1 will be taken from the most recent U s+1 .
More details on the formulation can be found here (Pulliam, 1993).

CFL Number
The Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition is a numerical constraint which dictates the maximum largest time step to be taken for a specific cell size. In other words,
it specifies that information can only propagate no further than one cell away from the
original grid. This condition is absolutely necessary for explicit schemes to converge.
Assuming information travels with the speed ũ, then the CFL condition is given in
equation 4.41 for a one dimensional domain.
ũ

t
<C
x

(4.41)
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where C stands for the CFL condition. As mentioned, C < 1 is required for explicit schemes, however it can be larger for implicit schemes as they are more stable
(Courant et al., 1967).
For linear conservation laws, implicit time marching schemes are unconditionally
stable. For nonlinear case however, due to nonlinear instability CFL restrictions
still exist and the sti↵ness introduced to nonlinearity is removed by introducing subiteration in the approximate Newton solvers or the DTS method available in the SU2
code. Implicit methods require numerical solutions of large linear systems. These
systems are solved via iterative methods. Some iterative methods available in the
SU2 code are described in some detail in the next section.

4.4.4

Linear Solvers

Once Navier-Stokes equations are discretized, linear solvers are required in order
to solve the linear equations of the type ( ). Due to the large size of the system of
equations, direct solvers cannot be used, and instead iterative methods are utilized.
The SU2 open source CFD code uses the Krylov iterative solvers to solve the linear
equations. Performance can be enhanced by utilizing the preconditioning feature and
multigrid methods (Saad, 2003).
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FGMRES
The Generalized Minimum Residual Method (GMRES) is a Krylov subspace
method with K = Km and L = AKm . For implicit time marching in SU2 , it is
recommended to use Flexible GMRES (FGMRES) which allows changes in the preconditioning at ever step and satisfies the residual norm minimalization property.
This enhances the robustness and efficiency. Symmetric and asymmetric matrices
can both be solved with this solver. (Saad, 1993).

BiCGSTAB
For explicit time marching, the Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method is utilized, in which no explicit computation of the transpose AT is needed. This enhances
the computational time efficiency. For further reading (Saad, 2003) is recommended.
This method is more advantageous than the Biconjugate Gradient Method due to
faster and smoother convergence especially for inviscid simulations (Palacios et al.,
2013).
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5. Validation and Preliminary Test

In this chapter, preliminary numerical results are presented, starting with a standard validation of numerical scheme using several classical test cases. Furthermore,
the simulation of shock wave propagation over two grooves is carried out as a preliminary test. For each case, a brief problem configuration setup, the selected boundary
conditions, and numerical settings are presented. Sample calculations for a moving
shock based on the Equations (2.5 - 3.1) will be shown in Appendix A.
The SU2 code was modified to have a more user friendly setup for moving shock
problems, where the initial location and thermodynamic properties of the two regions
can be directly selected by the user in the main conf iguration file along with all
the other numerical settings and boundary conditions. This improved the simulation
efficiency by reducing the number of trial iterations and the overall time required for
the setup of the solution files for the unsteady simulation.

5.1

Shock Tube Problem
The shock tube problem is a standard test case for shock capturing schemes.

From a mathematical point of view, it is very important as it encompasses all basic
features of nonlinear hyperbolic systems of Partial Di↵erential Equations (PDE).
From a numerical perspective, this problem stands out due to the fact that an exact
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analytic solution exists which can be used as a test case for any numerical method
dealing with discontinuities. In addition, there is a practical interest, as this model
is used to investigates real shock tubes in experiments (Fletcher, 2012), hence it is
required for the present work.
The fundamental idea behind a shock tube is that a long tube is separated into two
regions by a diaphragm. The left region is filled with a gas at high pressure denoted as
PL , while the right side with a low pressure PR (usually atmospheric condition). The
high pressure region is called the driver section, and the lower pressure side is called
the driven section. While both gases are initially at rest, the sudden breakdown
of diaphragm will cause a shock wave to propagate towards right, while a series of
expansion (rarefaction) waves will travel towards left. The right moving shock wave
at speed W will cause a moving mass behind it to travel in the same direction but
with a lower speed up . The expanded gas is separated from the compressed gas by
a contact discontinuity, which can be imagined as a fictional membrane that travels
at a constant speed towards the right. The expansion is a continuing process and its
width grows in time. A schematic of the problem at initial condition and t > 0 is
shown in Figure 5.1. In this figure, left state is labeled with 4, while right by 1.

5.1.1

Initial and Boundary Conditions

For this problem, the classical Sod’s ”shock tube problem” is considered (Sod,
1978). For more extensive comparison of di↵erent schemes see (Toro, 2013). The
left and right states are shown in table 5.1. The ratio of the specific heat is chosen
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Figure 5.1 Top: the initial configuration of a shock tube (t = 0),
Bottom: waves propagating in the tube after the diaphragm breakdown (t > 0). Adopted from (Anderson, 1990)

Table 5.1. Initial flow properties for the Sod’s shock tube problem

to be

⇢L

pL

uL

⇢R

pR

uR

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.125

0.1

0.0

= 1.4. For the mesh, a pseudo 1D domain (2D grid) with one cell in

y direction and a

x = 0.001 is chosen for the computational domain. For simplicity

and demonstration of solution, all the outer boundaries are chosen as Euler wall (also
referred to as slip- or inviscid-wall).

5.1.2

Numerical Procedures

The objective of this validation was to demonstrate that the HLLC numerical flux
yields good results. Indeed, it was found that the HLLC flux provides better resolution
of discontinuities compared with the other fluxes such as Lax-Friedrich (LF), Roe,
and JST. Venkatakrishnan slope limiter was selected with a limiter coefficient of 0.3
as suggested (Venkatakrishnan, 1993). It was found that good results were obtained
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when time marching was performed with the 4th order Explicit Runge-Kutta method.
A time step size of

t = 1.5 · 10

6

corresponding to a CF L ⇡ 0.7 was required for

numerical stability.

5.1.3

Results and Discussion

The inviscid solutions with

x = 0.001 are shown in Figure 5.2 where flow prop-

erties are plotted against x along the line of y = 0. Good agreement with the exact
solution is found for all quantities. In addition, the plot of density shows accurate
capturing of the contact discontinuity which is a feature of the HLLC solver.

Figure 5.2 Comparison of SU2 with the exact solution for Sod’s shock
tube problem. Exact solution obtained from (Gogol, 2014)
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5.2

Shock Di↵raction
The second test case is shock di↵raction. The importance of shock di↵raction lies

in the prediction of blast wave interacting with objects. Blast waves are caused by
explosions or detonations and results in a shock front moving at supersonic speeds
with a high pressure ratio across. Several experiments have been performed in the
past to study shock di↵raction (B. W. Skews, 1967; Bazhenova et al., 1973).
In this particular test case, a right moving shock wave di↵racts from a 90o wall
corner. Two classical solutions to the shock di↵raction are considered, characterized
by either subsonic or supersonic post-shock flow regimes which depend on the mach
number of the moving shock. Figure 5.3 depicts these two categories in more detail.
The weak shock di↵raction results in a reflected acoustic wave propagating upstream
into the subsonic flow with a velocity up , a di↵racted shock which moving down the
vertical wall, and a vortex that sheds from the corner. On the other hand, significant
complexity is seen in the case of the di↵raction of a strong shock, which includes
a supersonic Prandtl-Meyer type expansion fan from the corner, several shocks and
contact discontinuities, a vortex slipstream, and a Mach reflection (also referred to as
triple-point system) which travels down the step.

5.2.1

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The mach numbers of the moving weak and strong shocks are MS = 1.34 and
MS = 5.09 respectively. The pressure and temperature on the right side is assumed
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Figure 5.3 Shock di↵raction over a 90o corner: (left) weak shock
di↵raction; and, (right) strong shock di↵raction. Schematic from
(Ripley et al., 2006) [Nomenclature: IA, incident shock moving at
MS ; AM, di↵racted shock; AR, reflected acoustic wave; AL, slipstream; TS, stagnation wave; OS, separation line; TB, oblique shock,
NP, plane wall shock; Q, triple point; and, V, vortex]

atmospheric conditions; 101325(pa) and 300(K) respectively. The 90o corner is assumed to be slip-wall. A diagonalized quadrilateral mesh type was chosen for the weak
shock and a bidiagonalized type was used for the strong shock with

h = 0.015. More

details on the boundary conditions and mesh can be viewed in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Schematic of the Shock Di↵raction Problem: Boundary
Conditions, and Mesh types with h = 0.015.
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5.2.2

Numerical Procedures

The HLLC Riemann solver is used. 4th order Explicit Runge-Kutta scheme was
chosen for temporal discretization. Time step size of

t = 8 · 10

7

was required to

ensure numerical stability. The simulation is run up to the point where the shock
reaches the end right of the top wall. No adaptive mesh refinement is used.

5.2.3

Results and Discussion

The inviscid flow simulations with

h = 0.015 are presented in Figure 5.5 where

schlieren is compared against that of the experiment (Oertel Sr H, 1988) for the
weak shock of MS = 1.34. For the strong shock MS = 5.09 comparisons of pressure
and density are shown only with previous Discontinuous-Galerkin (DG) numerical
simulations (Kontzialis & Ekaterinaris, 2013). The results are in good agreement
with experiment and the numerical solution obtained with the DG method. For the
weak shock, high resolution vortex roll o↵ from the corner is seen in the computations.
For the strong shock, the pressure agrees well, however the contact discontinuity is
not captured as accurately as in the DG method. The numerical solution obtained
with the DG method is third-order accurate (P2 expansion) with an element size of
h = 0.025. A plot of the density and pressure along a horizontal line above the step
is also shown in Figure 5.6. This further demonstrates the existence of the contact
discontinuity at x = 8.1 captured by the DG method.
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of experiment and previous P2 expansion DG
( h = 0.025) with SU2 ( h = 0.015) for the shock di↵raction problem.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of SU2 with P2 expansion DG method for the
density and pressure along the line defined by points [0,7] and [13,7].

In addition to the results shown above, inviscid and viscous flow simulations of
MS = 1.34 di↵raction have been performed on a more refined mesh in order to identify
key flow features, and the comparison is shwon in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.7 Comparison between experiment and SU2 ( hmin = 0.001).
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5.3

Schardin’s Problem
The third test case is the so-called Schardin’s problem named after the pioneer-

ing experiment by Schardin (Schardin, 1957). In this problem, a moving shock wave
impinges on an equilateral triangle and is reflected on the front edge and di↵racted
at the top edge. The impingement causes multiple Mach stems and triple points, reflected and scattered shocks, contact discontinuity (slip line), vortices and vortexlets,
where they all interact with each other to form a complex flow field. A schematic
and dimensions of the computational domain as it was experimentally analyzed along
with the boundary conditions is shown in Figure 5.8.

5.3.1

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The mach number of the moving normal shock is MS = 1.34. The pressure and
temperature on the right side is considered to be atmospheric conditions; 101325(pa)
and 300(K) respectively. The triangle, upper and the lower walls are all assumed to be
slip-wall. A diagonalized quadrilateral mesh type was chosen for better capturing of
the discontinuity with

hmin = 0.001. Since no adaptive mesh refinement technique

was used in SU2 as opposed to the previous numerical studies (Chang & Chang, 2000),
some stretching and grid concentration was done around the wedge and the regions
behind the triangle where complex flow field is expected. More details on the mesh
can be viewed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Schardin’s Problem. Schematic of experiment setup obtained from (Chang & Chang, 2000).

5.3.2

Numerical Procedures

The HLLC Riemann solver is used and time marching is performed using 4th order
Explicit Runge-Kutta method. A time step size of

t = 10

7

was required to ensure

numerical stability. The simulation is run up to the point where no shock reflection
occurs from the top nor from the bottom wall, since they are not part of the solution.
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5.3.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the inviscid simulation with

hmin = 0.001 are presented in Figure

5.9 where density interferogram and numerical schlieren are compared at multiple
times with those of the experiment (Chang & Chang, 2000). The results are generally
in good agreement with those obtained from the experiment. More details on the main
vortex and the small vortices shed from the top right edge of the triangle can be seen
in the numerical solution. The main features of the shock interactions and reflections
are captured in the simulation. Slight smearing of the main incident shock can be
seen on the right hand sides of the simulation results as expected due to the lack
of adaptive mesh refinement. Previous numerical simulation of this test case has
been performed using P2 expansion with the DG method with an element size of
h = 0.002 in the domain. An adaptive mesh refinement with a refined element size
of

h = 0.0005 in the region behind the prism was performed for better resolving of

the vortex (see (Kontzialis & Ekaterinaris, 2013) for more details). Snapshots of the
comparison at t = 128µs are provided in Figure 5.10. While DG results were obtained
with 285,000 element mesh using approximately 20 CPU hours on 50 processors, the
SU2 results were computed with 8.2 million points and required 12 CPU hours on 180
processors. It appears that for inviscid flow solutions the DG method can provide
better resolution at a reduced computational cost.
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(a) 28µs

(b) 91µs

(c) 53µs

(d) 108µs

(e) 102µs

(f) 128µs

(g) 130µs

(h) 138µs

(i) 172µs

(j) 178µs

Figure 5.9 Comparison of experiment and computation for the
Schardin’s problem at various times. Left: Density interferogram,
Right: Density Gradient (Schlieren); t = 0 corresponds to the instant
when the impinging shock first collides with the triangle.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of Density, Pressure, and Numerical Schlieren
between P2 order DG ( hmin = 0.002) and SU2 ( hmin = 0.001)
for the Schardin’s problem at t = 128µs. DG results obtained from
(Kontzialis & Ekaterinaris, 2013).
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5.4

Shock Propagation over Two Grooves (Preliminary Test)
After successful validation of basic test cases, it is now desired to understand the

physics of shock waves passing over groves, before an attempt is made to simulate
the complete experimental setup. The propagation of a shock over two grooves only
is studied in detail using high resolution numerical computations. The shock wave
strength and the groove shape are identical to those of the experiment. The grooves
have a width of: 2.5mm, a height of: 7.5mm, and are 5mm apart from each other.
A brief description of the shock motion deduced from the simulation is given before
presenting the results. The right moving shock wave di↵racts from the left corner of
the first groove. The reflection on the right wall of the first groove then creates an
oblique shock that travels further down through multiple reflections of the left and
right walls. Eventually, the shock hits the bottom wall of the first groove almost
perpendicular and is reflected as a planar shock wave traveling towards the top. As it
was observed from the previous case of a di↵raction, a vortex rolls o↵ from the corner.
The upward traveling reflected shock gets refracted through the primary vortex and
grows radially with time forming compression wave m’ which is stronger than the
reflected waves propagating behind the incident shock wave. The compression wave
m’ created by the shock refraction from the first groove is depicted in Figure 5.11. A
series of snapshots from the high resolution animation is provided later in the results
section to better understand this complex transient flow behavior.
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Figure 5.11 Schematic of transmitted waves behaviour inside grooves.
Adopted from (Gongora Orozco, 2010)

5.4.1

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The Mach number of the moving shock is the same as that in the experiment MS =
1.34 corresponding to a pressure ratio of PL /PR = 4. The pressure and temperature
on the right side is atmospheric PR = 101325(pa) and TR = 300(K). For the sake
of comparison, both Euler and Navier-Stokes equations are solved and the results
are compared. For the N-S equations, laminar flow is assumed. Reynolds number
and boundary layer thickness calculations are shown in appendix B. A diagonalized
quadrilateral mesh with stretching close to wall was prepared for solving the N-S
ewuations, with

hmin = 0.001. Also, a bu↵er layer was added towards the outlet

in order to prevent any incoming wave reflections from outside of the boundary as
described more in detail here (Thompson, 1987). More details on the boundary
conditions and mesh are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12 Shock Passing Grooves: Boundary Conditions (Left), Mesh (Right)

5.4.2

Numerical Procedures

The HLLC Riemann solver is used. For meshes with very small cells near the wall,
to ensure accurate capturing of viscous flow e↵ects, explicit time methods require
very small time steps and they are prohibitively expensive. Therefore, 2nd order time
marching was performed using implicit Euler scheme with dual-time stepping method.
A physical time step size of

t = 2 · 10

6

with 50 internal sub iterations was needed

for stability. The simulations were run up to double the duration it takes for the
shock to move from left to right completely, which is approximately ttotal = 0.14ms.
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5.4.3

Results and Discussion

Numerical Schlieren of the viscous (left) and inviscid (right) are shown in Figure
5.13 using snapshots in time. At t = 0.01(ms) the right moving shock has been
di↵racted from the left corner of the first groove. The slowdown of the primary
incident shock can be seen by the curved portion near the wall at t = 0.02(ms). At
t = 0.03(ms) the reflected oblique shock hits the bottom of the first groove almost
perpendicular and is reflected as a planar shock wave traveling up as it is seen at
t = 0.04(ms). At t = 0.05(ms) the upward traveling reflected shock makes initial
contact with the vortices and at t = 0.06(ms) is refracted through them, intensifies
and is now growing radially with time as seen at t = 0.07(ms). At t = 0.08(ms)
the shock has refracted also from the second groove, and is now approaching the
first groove as seen t = 0.09(ms). Meanwhile, the interactions of many vortices with
shocklets create a secondary shock at t = 0.10(ms) that is traveling down as seen at
t = 0.11(ms). The same process as described is repeated until t = 0.14(ms), creating a
complex flow field with multiple vortices, reflection, di↵raction, and refraction growing
radially in time from each groove as the shock travels from left to right. The main
di↵erence seen between the viscous and inviscid simulations is the creation of many
more vortices in the viscous simulation due to shock-boundary layer interactions and
separation of the flow at the corner. In the inviscid flow solution, vortices are still
created at the corners due to shear layer instability. In Fig. 5.14, the time history of
the computed pressure are shown at several locations color marked on the figure.
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t = 0.01(ms)

t = 0.02(ms)

t = 0.03(ms)
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t = 0.04(ms)

t = 0.05(ms)

t = 0.06(ms)
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t = 0.07(ms)

t = 0.08(ms)

t = 0.09(ms)
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t = 0.10(ms)

t = 0.11(ms)

t = 0.12(ms)
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t = 0.13(ms)

t = 0.14(ms)

Figure 5.13 Numerical Schlieren comparison between viscous (left)
and inviscid (right) solution of the shock passing over 2 grooves. Figures are increasing in time from t = 0.01(ms) to t = 0.14(ms) in
t = 0.01(ms) increments; t = 0 (ms) corresponds to the instant
when the impinging shock is 5mm to the left of first groove
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Figure 5.14 Time history of pressure at several locations;

: viscous,

: inviscid.

As it can be seen in Figure 5.14 the plot of pressure time history, several jumps are
expected as the shock crosses each probe. The highest peaks are seen at the bottom
of the grooves due to the planar shock reflection as described from the numerical
schlieren images above. This agrees with theory since a region of very high pressure
and temperature is expected when a shock reflects from a wall in a planar fashion.
The peaks drop quickly once the remaining transmitted shocks exit the grooves. It
is interesting to see that the shock crosses the location T8 before its reflections reach
the location G2 . The fluctuations in the peak values for G1 and G2 are associated
with the many oblique shock reflections that are formed after the main reflection, as
can be seen in Figure 5.13 between t = 0.04(ms) and t = 0.08(ms).
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5.4.4

Comparison with Rounded Edge Grooves

Numerical Schlieren of the viscous simulations for the sharp edge versus round edge
grooves are presented in Figure 5.15 using multiple snapshots in time to understand
the e↵ects of round edge on the shock interactions. Time history of pressure is shown
in Figure 5.16. A number of interesting features can be noticed from the comparison.
Firstly, for the rounded edge grooves at t = 0.01(ms) the shock is not fully di↵racted
like in the case of the sharp edge grooves. As a result, at t = 0.02(ms) a vortex cannot
be seen on the right. Similar curvature at the foot of the shock can be seen for both
cases due to their transmitting into the grooves meaning that the shock is slowed
down locally near the wall. Another feature to notice is that the reflection from the
top right corner of the first groove is stronger as seen by the thickness and the color of
the Schlieren. At t = 0.03(ms) the reflection has interacted with the boundary layer
in both cases resulting in the creation of vortices near the top left corner of the first
groove. At t = 0.04(ms) and t = 0.05(ms) stronger vortices are more concentrated
near the top left corner of the first groove for the rounded edge case as opposed to
the separated weaker vortices in the case of the sharp edge case. At t = 0.06(ms)
the shock has been refracted through the vortices in both cases and at t = 0.07(ms)
stronger refraction can be seen for the rounded edge compared to the sharp edge.
Snapshots at t = 0.08(ms), t = 0.09(ms), and t = 0.10(ms) for the second groove
also follow the same trend for the stronger shock refraction. At t = 0.11(ms) it can
be noticed that almost all the vortices have exited both grooves for the rounded edge
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grooves unlike for the sharp edge grooves. Also, from t = 0.12(ms) to t = 0.14(ms)
fewer vortices of larger size are seen in the round case as opposed to the many small
size vortices in the sharp case. For the round geometry, the more concentrated vortices
form later but appear to be stronger and to travel shorter distance compared to the
sharp geometry case. Furthermore, most of these vortices seem to have exited the
round grooves by the final time t = 0.14(ms) as opposed to the remaining vortices
inside the sharp edge grooves.
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t = 0.1(ms)

t = 0.2(ms)

t = 0.3(ms)
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t = 0.4(ms)

t = 0.5(ms)

t = 0.6(ms)
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t = 0.7(ms)

t = 0.8(ms)

t = 0.9(ms)
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t = 0.10(ms)

t = 0.11(ms)

t = 0.12(ms)
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t = 0.13(ms)

t = 0.14(ms)

Figure 5.15 Numerical Schlieren comparison between sharp (left) and
round (right) grove. Figures are increasing in time from t = 0.01(ms)
to t = 0.14(ms) in t = 0.01(ms) increments; t = 0 (ms) corresponds
to the instant when the impinging shock is 5mm to the left of first
groove
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Figure 5.16 Time history of pressure comparison;

: sharp edge,

: rounded.

Comparison of the computed pressure history is shown in Figure 5.16. It is seen
that the jumps in pressure happen mostly at the same time, except at G2 where
the jump occurs ⇡ 0.002(ms) earlier in the round case. This could be due to the
geometry, the angle and the strength of the reflections by the time they reach the
bottom of the groove. T9 trend is mostly identical. As expected, the reflections at
the bottom of the rounded grooves (G1 and G2 ) are about 20% stronger than those
of the sharp edge grooves. In addition, less fluctuation is seen in the peaks and the
trend looks more smooth compared to the sharp edge. This can be due to the shock
not being fully di↵racted as seen in Figure 5.15 at time t = 0.01(ms). The stronger
reflection at G1 is also responsible for the higher 2nd jump of T4 at t ⇡ 0.07(ms) due
to the stronger refraction by the time it travels up and left to reach T4 . It can be
concluded that the sharp corners dissipate the energy of the shock more e↵ectively
through the generation of more vortices and shock vortex interactions.
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6. Results and Discussion

6.1

Simulation of the Full Experimental Setup
After demonstrating that shock propagation and complex shock interactions can

be computed accurately using several test cases, and the preliminary test with two
grooves, simulation of the full experiment can be performed. In the following sections,
two diaphragm pressure ratios of: PL /PR = 4 and 12 will be simulated in the duct
with grooves either on one side (bottom), or both sides (top and bottom). In addition, straight duct and a 90o branched junction will be simulated to demonstrate the
e↵ect of branching on the shock propagation. The results are compared against those
of the experiment qualitatively from the shock patterns of schlieren, and quantitatively using pressure history and shock speed. At the end, several groove geometries
are incorporated for the long duct to conclude the e↵ect on shock propagation and
pressure history. The schematic of the two ducts are shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the test section junctions; Left: 0o , Right:90o ,
from (Gongora Orozco, 2010)
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6.1.1

Initial and Boundary Conditions

The theoretical Mach number of the moving shock is MS = 1.34 corresponding
to a pressure ratio of PL /PR = 4. The pressure and temperature on the right side is
atmospheric PR = 101325(pa) and TR = 300(K). It was confirmed through running
several additional simulations that the results of the previous cases are independent
of mesh type; whether structured (quadrilateral) or unstructured (triangular), while
maintaining the same total cell size. As such, for the inviscid simulation, the basic
experimental setup of the straight duct, a uniform unstructured (triangular) mesh
was used. Grid independence study was performed between a coarse, medium and
fine mesh for the straight duct with grooves only at the bottom, and the information
is provided in Table 6.1. More details on the boundary conditions and mesh can be
found in Figure 6.2.
Table 6.1. Grid Study Information
Grid

h

Total Cells (millions)

Coarse

0.9

0.2

Medium

0.1

1.8

Fine

0.05

6.5
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Figure 6.2 Shock propagation in long duct with grooves: Boundary
Conditions, (Left): coarse, (Middle): medium, (Right): fine grid

6.1.2

Numerical Procedures

The HLLC Riemann solver is used. Time marching was obtained using 2nd order
temporal accuracy and the Implicit Euler scheme with Dual-Time Stepping method.
Time step sizes of:

t = 4·10 3 , 3.5·10 4 , and 1·10 4 , with 50 internal sub iterations

were needed for the coarse, medium, and fine grid respectively to ensure numerical
stability. The simulation was run for double the duration of the shock moving from
left to right which is approximately ttotal ⇡ 0.46(ms).

6.1.3

Results and Discussion

Comparison of numerical schlieren of the inviscid simulations for the medium grid,
with the experimental schlieren are presented in Figure 6.3 (Top) at times t = 60(µs)
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and t = 220(µs). The results are in good agreement with experiment in terms of
shock patterns. Due to the unsymmetric geometry (grooves only at the bottom) and
coalescence of the compression waves, an oblique shock is eventually formed behind
the primary incident shock. According to a study by (Onodera & Takayama, 1990),
the distance between the reflected shock waves R emerging from the grooves and
the primary moving shock wave is not time dependent, and is determined by the
strength of the moving shock (MS ), the depth (h), and the width (w) of the grooves
as shown in Fig. 5.12. For better visualization, a zoomed view of the region behind
the primary moving shock is also provided in Figure 6.3. Detailed transient behavior
of the vortex and shock reflections inside each groove can be seen from the high
resolution computations.
The results for the double-side grooved duct are also shown in Figure 6.3 (Bottom).
The results are in good agreement with experiment. Due to the symmetric geometry
(grooves at the top and bottom) and coalescence of the symmetric compression waves,
a secondary moving normal shock is eventually formed behind the primary incident
shock. Detailed transient behavior of the vortex and shock reflections inside each
groove can be seen from the computations.

Pressure Comparison
Time history of pressure at several locations along the bottom side of the duct,
as shown in Fig. 6.5, for the three grids are compared with those of the experiment
and the results are shown in Figure 6.4. The results are shown up until the shock is
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of experimental and numerical schlieren for
a right moving shock of Ms = 1.34 inside a single-side (top) and
double-side (bottom) grooved duct taken at: 60(µs) and 220(µs).
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believed to have exited into the atmosphere through a rectangular nozzle with 100mm
extension after the test section. The general trends of the pressure in terms of peak
values are captured. It can be seen that medium and fine mesh simulations appear
to have almost reached grid independent solution. Higher frequency oscillations are
captured better in the fine resolution grid (orange). Highest pressure peak is seen at
probe T5 as expected from the previous case, which agrees with the theory. Phase
errors can also be seen past t = 210(µs). It is interesting to note that at T8 the main
flow features (ups and downs) are captured by all the grids even though the peaks
and lows are over and under estimated respectively.
Generally, for the other probes, while the valleys of pressure variation are captured
fairly accurately, the peaks are over estimated by the inviscid simulation which could
be due to a number of reasons. Firstly, the simulated results are inviscid while in
reality the e↵ects of viscosity and thermal conduction are present. Secondly, the
simulation is 2D while experiment is conducted in a 3D rectangular duct. Lastly
and most importantly, the e↵ect of the evolving boundary layer behind the moving
shock has been neglected in the simulation since the shock is assumed to exist at
the entrance without taking into account the e↵ect of viscosity, pressure losses in the
long duct preceding the test section, and complex 3D boundary layer development,
that are present in the real experiment when the shock has traveled a total distance
of 1750(mm) from the diaphragm before it reaches the test section which is only
130(mm). All of these contributions to the mismatch between the pressure history of
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Figure 6.4 Inviscid solution time history of pressure of the single-side
grooved duct at several locations for the three grid resolutions of:
coarse (blue), medium (red), and fine (orange).

Figure 6.5 Probe locations
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computation and experiment measurements are further investigated next with viscous
flow computations.

6.1.4

Viscosity E↵ects

To overcome the shortcomings of the inviscid flow assumption, and identify the
e↵ect of the reduced domain size and the initial conditions used, a series of viscous
flow simulations of the one-side grooved duct was carried out. First, the e↵ect of the
long extension in front of the test section was addressed. Next, in order to have a
better representation of the losses associated with the pressure behind the moving
shock as it travels from the diaphragm to the test section through length of 1750mm,
a full two-dimensional shock tube is simulated using a coarse grid with stretching
near the boundary layer region of the wall capable of capturing viscosity e↵ects. The
di↵usion speed of the boundary layer-type away from the wall is proportional to the
normal component of velocity which is significantly smaller compared to the streamwise velocity (up of the gas behind the shock and WS ) component of the boundary
layer. It should also be mentioned that the streamwise spacing for the long tube
was not as small as in the case of the test section only, however, good enough to
capture the shock within acceptable resolution. The high pressure behind the shock
determines the strength of the shock (MS ) as seen from the Equation 2.8. Once the
shock has arrived to the test section, the pressure behind it is recorded and is used
in conjunction with other flow properties (temperature, density, and mass flow speed
up ) found through Equations 2.5-2.9. The plot of pressure across x distance at the
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mid section of the 2D duct is shown in Figure 6.6 for the viscous simulation. This
allows for a better representation of the experiment, taking into account the e↵ect of
pressure losses which are estimated from Fig. 6.6 to be about 6%.

Figure 6.6 Schematic of the inflow section with the evolving near-wall
flow shape and the computational domains including the test section
and the nozzle extension. The computed pressure along the driven
section section is shown on top.

In order to have a better understanding of which conditions simulate the experiment the closest, five di↵erent cases are run on a high resolution two-dimensional grid
(14.6 million cells). For all cases sufficient stretching near the wall existed to obtain
two to three cells for y + < 5 in order to ensure adequate resolution of turbulent flow.
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Additionally, to take into account the three dimensional-ity of the problem, a 3D
simulation on a coarse grid (31.4m cells) has also been conducted. The six cases are
summarized in table 6.2.
Table 6.2. Detailed simulation cases
Case

Description

Grid Resolution

1

Inviscid

14.6 million

2

Viscous (Laminar)

14.6 million

3

Turbulent (SA)

14.6 million

4

Turbulent (SA) inlet velocity (up ) profile defined

14.6 million

5

Turbulent (SA) reduced inlet velocity (up )

14.6 million

6

Turbulent (SA) 3D

31.4 million

Both laminar (case 2) and turbulent flow simulations with Spallart-Almaras (SA)
turbulence model were obtained. For case 4, an inlet velocity profile based on a
polynomial approximation to the Blasius’ solution, given by the equations 6.1 - 6.3,
has been defined at the inlet and the profile is shown in Figure. 6.7. Case 5 assumes
the same conditions as case 3, but with reduced inlet velocity (up ). The reason behind
this was due to the evolving boundary layer behind the shock which is shown in Figure
6.8, and was observed in the simulation of the full shock tube. It was seen in the
computation that due to the shape of the evolving boundary layer (exaggerated in
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the schematic of Fig. 6.6), the core flow velocity accelerates in the contraction and
decelerates through the divergent section by the time it reaches the test section.
u
=⌘ 2
u1

2⌘ 2 + ⌘ 3 ,

Where :

⌘=

y

5x
=p
Rex
Rex =

⇢U1 x
µ

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)

Figure 6.7 Velocity profile defined at inlet (left), close view (right)

Figure 6.8 Schematic of the evolving boundary layer behind a shock
traveling in the duct before the test section.

Near wall grid and a plot of y + is also provided in Figure 6.9. For all the cases the
HLLC Riemann solver for space discretization, and a DTS method for time marching
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Figure 6.9 Near wall diagonalized quadrilateral grid (left), plot of y + (right)

has been used with a
cases: [1-5], and

hmin = 0.001, and

hmin = 0.03, and

t = 2.2 · 10

t = 4.8 · 10

4

6

(20 sub iterations) for the

(15 sub iterations) for case 6.

Results of pressure history for the six cases are provided in Figure 6.10. As it
can be seen from the pressure comparison results, inviscid simulation is not correctly
predicting the pressure history at the probe T5 . Even though the first peak and low
are captured quite well, there is a significant lagging phase error past t ⇡ 250(µs).
Also the pressure peaks are not decreasing as they should due to the viscous e↵ects.
This trend can also be seen in the comparisons for T6 , T7 , and T8 pressure ports
at lesser extent. Results generally improve for viscous computations, and case 5
(Turbulent (SA) model) with reduced inlet velocity matches the experiment quite
well in probe T5 at all times. Overall, it appears that case 3: Turbulent (SA) flow
simulation performs the best among all, with the exception of missing the 2nd and
3rd peaks at the port T5 by approximately 10%, and missing the 1st low of T8 probe
by roughly 15%. For the 3D case, a comparison of pressure at the start, middle,
and end of the side wall is shown in figure 6.11. It is clearly shown that the the
strength of the shock is reduced by observing the reduction in the pressure jump
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Figure 6.10 Time history of pressure at several locations for the singleside grooved duct for the six cases with PL /PR = 4.

(approximately 17%) as the shock travels from left (T1 ) to right (T3 ). Comparisons
between the turbulent model (SA) pressure history of the double-side grooved duct
and the experiment is shown in Figure 6.12. The peaks at T5 pressure tap are not
predicted very well after t = 250(µs) with an errormax ⇡ 20%. The rest of the results
are in good agreement with the experiment for probes: T6 , T7 , and T8 . The main
features of the flow are well predicted around t = 200(µs) for all locations. T6 is
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Figure 6.11 Time history of pressure on the side wall for the 3D case.

well matched with the experiment especially after t = 220(µs). The pressure port T7
shows in good agreement until around t = 380(µs). The comparison at the pressure
port T8 starts deviating around t = 320(µs) and reaches a errormax ⇡ 15%.
The isosurfaces of Q-criterion as first defined by (Jeong & Hussain, 1995) colored
by velocity magnitude are shown at two di↵erent times in Fig. 6.13 for a relatively
coarse grid. The mid-section plane shows the numerical schlieren in gray scale. It
is seen that strongest vortices (max velocity) are created as the shock di↵racts from
the grooves immediately behind it. Also the creation of 3D corner vorices on each
sides as the shock passes the grooves is now visible unlike in the 2D case. In addition,
”horseshoe” type vortices can be seen towards the end at the later time. These
features could have impacted the pressure at the monitored locations given a higher
resolution of the computational domain which requires at least several hundred million
nodes. For this grid however, the current isosurfaces show little or no impact of
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Figure 6.12 Time history of pressure for the double-side grooved duct
with PL /PR = 4.

the corner vortices on the mid-section (z = 0) where the pressures are assumed to
have been recorded in the experiment. To further verify this, a 2D simulation with
computational domain identical to that of the 3D simulation was performed where
the computed pressure at the specified probe locations showed no significant changes
from those of the 3D simulation.
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(a) t = 280(µs)

(b) t = 450(µs)

Figure 6.13 Isosurfaces of Q-criterion colored by velocity magnitude
at two di↵erent times for the 3D case.
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Shock Speed
A comparison between experimental and numerical results for the propagation
speed (WS ) of the incident shock wave in one-side and double-side grooves along
with the secondary shock speed for PL /PR = 4 are shown in Figure 6.14. As in
the experiment, the numerical data are recorder for the same number of snapshots
in time, measuring the traveled distance in each time segment and calculating the
speed using: Ws =

(xn+1 xn )
.
(tn+1 tn )

The numerical results are in very good agreement with

the experimental measurements. The velocity decreases almost linearly after the first
interaction of the propagating shock with the grooves at t = 20(µs). It can be seen
that the shock speeds are lower in the case of double-side grooves. This supports the
hypothesis that grooves on both sides will further reduce the strength of the shock.
In addition, the secondary shock starts forming around t = 230(µs) and accelerates
until it catches up with the primary moving shock.

6.1.5

Pressure Ratio E↵ect

A higher diaphragm pressure ratio of: P4 /P1 = 12 has been simulated numerically
to compare with experiment and to understand the e↵ect of higher shock strength on
the propagation. The theoretical Mach number of the moving shock corresponding
to this pressure ratio is found through Eq. 2.7, 2.8, and 3.1, to be: MS = 1.66, and
some of the flow properties behind and after the shock are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.14 Experimental and numerical comparison of shock speed
propagation (WS ) in single-side and double-side grooved duct for
PL /PR = 4.

Table 6.3. Initialized Flow Properties for the Stronger Shock Case
Properties

Value

Unit

P2

1.92

(bar)

⇢2

3.06

kg
(m
3)

T2

412.84

(K)

up

304

(m/s)

P1

1

(bar)

⇢1

1.225

kg
(m
3)

T1

288.15

(K)

Results and Discussion
Numerical schlieren of the viscous simulations for the single-side grooved duct are
compared against the schlieren images obtained from the experiment. The results are
in good agreement with experiment at several times as shown in Figure 6.15.
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(a) t = 12µs

(b) t = 92µs

(c) t = 172µs
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(a) t = 252µs

(b) t = 404µs

(c) t = 660µs

Figure 6.15 Comparison of experiment and computation for shock
propagation of strength PL /PR = 12 in single-side grooved duct at
various times. Top: Experimental Schlieren, Bottom: Numerical
Schlieren. Experimental images obtained from (Gongora-Orozco et
al., 2009)
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Time history of pressure are compared between experiment and numerical computations and the results are provided in Figure 6.16. Even though the main features of the flow are captured numerically, the peaks at the pressure ports T5 and
T8 are not very well predicted after t = 250(µs) and t = 180(µs) respectively with
a errormax ⇡ 20%. Results are in good agreement for the port T7 except around
t = 200(µs) where a slight shift in peak can be seen. At T6 probe a discrepancy with
errormax ⇡ 14% can be seen after t = 200(µs). Compared to the single-side grooves
at lower pressure ratio (PL /PR = 4), it is obvious that the peaks are higher for the
stronger shock while the pressure trends more or less stay the same.

Figure 6.16 Time history of pressure for the single-side grooves with PL /PR = 12.
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Double-Side Grooved Duct
Numerical schlieren of the viscous simulations for the double-side grooved duct
is presented in Figure 6.17 at the same times as in Figure 6.15. The results could
not be compared against the experiment since the images were not recorded for this
particular case of higher pressure ratio with double-side grooves.
Comparison between the pressure history for the double-side grooved duct and
the experiment is provided in Figure 6.18. Surprisingly, the peaks and the valleys
at port T5 are well predicted with a errormax ⇡ 5%. Results are in good agreement
with the experiment for the pressure ports T6 and T8 . The main features of the flow
are captured numerically. At probe T7 a disagreement with errormax ⇡ 20% can be
seen after t = 200(µs). Compared to the single-side grooves, it is obvious that the
pressure fluctuations diminish quicker in the double-side grooves. An example of this
can be seen at probe T8 for instance.

Shock Speed
The comparison between experimental and numerical results for the velocity propagation (WS ) of the incident shock wave in one-side and double-side grooves along
with the secondary shock speed for PL /PR = 12 are shown in Figure 6.19. The numerical results are in good agreement with those of the experiment. The velocity
decreases almost linearly after t = 20(µs). Slightly lower velocities can be seen in the
case of double-side grooves, and the formation of secondary shock wave occurs earlier
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(a) t = 12µs

(b) t = 92µs

(c) t = 172µs

(d) t = 252µs

(e) t = 404µs

(f) t = 660µs

Figure 6.17 Numerical Schlieren for shock propagation of strength
PL /PR = 12 in double-side grooved duct at various times.
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Figure 6.18 Time history of pressure for the double-side grooves with PL /PR = 12.

in time around t = 170(µs) and accelerates faster compared to (PL /PR = 4) case. It
can be seen that the shock speeds are higher compared to the lower pressure ratio.
More importantly, it is concluded that for stronger shocks (PL /PR = 12), the slope of
the decrease in speed is steeper compared to weaker shocks (PL /PR = 4). This is an
important observation as it shows that grooves are now a more e↵ective weakening
mechanism when shocks are stronger.
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Figure 6.19 Experimental and numerical comparison of shock speed
propagation (WS ) for PL /PR = 12.

6.1.6

Groove Geometry E↵ects

Di↵erent groove geometries have been tested in order to understand the contribution towards pressure attenuation in the double-side grooved duct. The initial and
boundary conditions are kept the same while the geometry of the groove is modified
in a way predicted to reduce the intensity of the shock front. The geometry of the
proposed designs are provided in Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20 Geometry of the proposed groove designs. From left to
right: original, round, v-shape, backward tilted (30o ).
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Numerical schlieren for these four groove shapes at two di↵erent time steps of
t = 220(µs) and t = 570(µs) are shown in Figure 6.21. At t = 220(µs), the secondary shock is catching up with the primary moving shock the fastest for the v-shape
grooves, and slowest for the backward tilted grooves. This accelerates the shock front
as it can be seen at t = 570(µs) which shows in the v-shape groove the primary
moving shock is traveling the fastest reaching the end line first. A third weak shock
is also formed in all the cases except for the last, and accelerates the most in the vshape grooves. Strongest reflections from grooves are seen in the round edge grooves
which explain the largest deceleration of the shock front. Overall, least amount of
disturbances in the flow field behind the primary shock are seen in the backward
tilted case.
Time history of pressure for all the four cases at six di↵erent locations shown in
Figure 6.22, are plotted as shown in Figure 6.23. Higher pressure peaks and lows can
be seen for the round grooves at the pressure probes T5 , T6 , and T7 , with a maximum
attained pressure of: p = 2.7(bar) at T5 . After t ⇡ 200(µs) the features are similar
to the original sharp grooves. Higher disturbances are generally seen for the v-shape
grooves while the fluctuations damp out the quickest in the backward tilted grooves.
Highest spikes are seen for the v-shape grooves at probe T5 which could be due to
accumulation of waves a the bottom v-edge of the second groove. The shock front
travels the fastest in this case due to reflected patterns leading to an acceleration of
the secondary shock behind it. This is verified by the earlier jumps at the probes T9
and T10 around t ⇡ 295(µs) and t ⇡ 410(µs) respectively. Weakening of the shock
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Figure 6.21 Numerical Schlieren of the four di↵erent groove shapes
for PL /PR = 4 at t = 220(µs)(top), and t = 570(µs) (bottom).
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Figure 6.22 Probe locations in the double-side grooved duct for pressure monitoring of a moving shock with PL /PR = 4.

Figure 6.23 Time history of pressure for the new groove designs with PL /PR = 4.

strength in the backward tilted grooves can be seen by the maximum pressure jump
(pjump = 1.8) at probe T10 which is lower compared that of the other.

6.1.7

Shock Propagation in Branched Ducts with 90o Junction

Shock waves transmitted down a 90o branch angle, are found to be weaker than
the one propagating along the original direction also according to a previous experimental investigations (Igra et al., 1998). Numerical schlieren is compared against the
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experiment for the single- and double-side grooves in Figure 6.24 and 6.26 respectively
at times of: t = 120(µs) and t = 220(µs). In order to verify whether the discontinuities shown in Fig. 6.24 (right) are shocks or strong pressure waves, a contour plot of
entropy measure (Eq. 6.4) is shown in Fig. 6.25.

Figure 6.24 Shock Propagation in single-side groove 90o branched duct
with PL /PR = 4. Top: experiment, bottom: computation.

Figure 6.25 Contour of Entropy Measure (S1 ) for the 90o single-side
groove branched duct with PL /PR = 4 at t = 220(µs).

Time history of pressure for single- and double-sided grooves at five locations
marked in Figure 6.27, are plotted in Figure 6.28, and 6.29 respectively.
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Figure 6.26 Shock Propagation in double-side groove 90o branched
duct with PL /PR = 4. Top: experiment, bottom: computation.

Figure 6.27 Probe locations for the 90o branched duct with PL /PR = 4.

For the single-side grooves, at pressure ports T5 , T6 , T7 , and T8 the agreement
between experiment and computation is lost after t ⇡ 250(µs) with an errormax ⇡
30% at t = 300(µs) for probe T5 . The pressure at all locations begin to match closely
after t ⇡ 400(µs). Closest agreement is seen at T9 . Also, the the smaller jump at
probe T9 compared to probe T8 proves the weakening of the shock down the 90o
branch as shown by previous experiments (Igra et al., 1998).
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Figure 6.28 Time history of pressure for the 90o single-side groove
branched duct with PL /PR = 4.

Figure 6.29 Time history of pressure for the 90o double-side groove
branched duct with PL /PR = 4.
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For the double-side grooves, surprisingly better agreement at the pressure ports
T5 , T6 , T7 , and T8 are seen with an errormax ⇡ 10%. At probe T9 the experiment
and computation start diverging past t ⇡ 380(µs). Closest agreement is seen at T7
with an errormax ⇡ 7%. This is consistent with the results of single- and double-side
grooved duct for the straight (0o junction) duct as seen in Figures 6.16 and 6.18 for
the higher pressure ratio (PL /PR = 12).

Shock Speed
The comparison between experimental and numerical results for the propagation speed (WS ) of the incident shock wave in one-side and double-side grooves 90o
branched duct along with the secondary shock speed for P4 /P1 = 4 are shown in Figure 6.30. The numerical results are in good agreement with those of the experiment
between t = 50(µs) and t = 180(µs). The velocity decreases almost linearly after
t = 60(µs). Slightly lower velocities can be seen in the case of double-side grooves,
and the formation of secondary shock wave occurs around the same time (t = 240(µs))
as in 0o junction straight duct. Furthermore, the secondary shock seems to accelerate
at a lower rate compared to that of the experiment. Experiment results do not exist
past t = 160(µs) however, numerical computations are plotted for better illustration
of the speed evolution as the shock propagates downstream.
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Figure 6.30 Experimental and numerical comparison of shock speed
propagation (WS ) for P4 /P1 = 4.

Higher Pressure Ratio
A higher diaphragm pressure ratio of: PL /PR = 12 has been simulated numerically
for the single-sided 90o branch angle to compare with experiment. The theoretical
Mach number of the moving shock is found through Eq. 2.7, 2.8, and 3.1, to be:
MS = 1.66. The flow properties behind and after the shock are the same as those of
the 0o straight duct as summarized in Table 6.3. Numerical Schlieren of the viscous
simulations for this case is compared against the experiment. The results are in good
agreement with experiment at several times as shown in Figure 6.31.
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(a) t = 0µs

(b) t = 36µs

(c) t = 88µs

(d) t = 96µs

(e) t = 152µs

Figure 6.31 Comparison of experiment and computation for shock
propagation of strength PL /PR = 12 in single-side grooved duct of
90o branch angle at various times. Experimental images obtained
from (Gongora-Orozco et al., 2009)
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6.1.8

Nozzle Exit

Features of the flow as it exists into the atmosphere through a nozzle are shown
through snapshots in Figure 6.32. Numerical schlieren is shown next to entropy
measure (formula provided below) in order to illustrate where the real shocks (discontinuities) are. At t = 0.65(ms) secondary shock waves are formed due to the
existence of a locally supersonic flow behind the di↵racting shock wave. This agrees
well with previous experiments carried out which showed the threshold for secondary
shock waves to form is a primary moving shock of MS ⇡ 1.32 exiting corner of an
angle ⇡ 80

120o (Sun & Takayama, 1997). In order to identify a contact discon-

tinuity, contour plots of pressure, density, and entropy needs to be looked at. Here,
the shock can be seen from the discontinuity in entropy during times t = 1.2(ms)
and t = 1.6(ms) which is located approximately at the center of the large circular
mixing region. More specifically from the Numerical Schlieren plots, this vertical
local discontinuity line can be seen to move to the right going from t = 1.2(ms) to
t = 1.6(ms).
The following Equations 6.4 and 6.5 have been used to plot the Entropy measure
S1 , and Numerical Schlieren respectively.
p
S1 =
p1
k r⇢ k=

✓

⇢
⇢1

◆

1

(6.4)

q
⇢2x + ⇢2y + ⇢2z

(6.5)

A plot of Mach number and divergence of velocity (dilatation) in Fig. 6.33 and 6.34
at the final time of t = 1.8(ms) show locally supersonic flow in some regions.
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Figure 6.32 Flow features at Nozzle Exit. Time steps in order from
top to bottom are: t = 0.5, 0.65, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8(ms).
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Figure 6.33 Contour of Mach at t = 1.8(ms).

Figure 6.34 Contour of Dilatation at t = 1.8(ms).
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7. Conclusion

Overall, good agreement between high resolution computations and the experiment has been obtained for the shock speeds and complex wave patterns created
by the grooves, as seen from numerous schlieren images. Inviscid results were found
to be visually in good agreement with experimental schlieren images and previous
computations, however accurate surface pressure in long ducts with grooves requires
use of the Navier-Stokes equations to capture boundary layer development, and pressure losses associated with the moving shock. Grooves were shown to successfully
attenuate the shock by reducing the jump in pressure time history as observed in the
pressure plots. It has been shown that double-side grooved walls are more e↵ective
than single-side groove in terms of reducing the speed of the shock front (WS ), hence
the strength (MS ), and the pressure jump across it (pjump ).
There e↵ect of groove shapes has been found to be of significance. In particular,
the “V-shape” grooves created the strongest reflections, where the compression wave
patterns accelerate the most to the shock front downstream of the duct. The “Backward tilted” grooves on the other hand, were shown to cause the least disturbances
in flow field upstream due to the trapping of vortices inside grooves and the absence
of additional shocks (3rd, 4th , etc), as it was seen for the other groove shapes.
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Good agreement has been obtained for the propagation speed (WS ) and wave
patterns of the schlieren images, it has been found however that better agreement
with experimental data requires very high resolution three-dimensional simulation of
the complete shock tube to account for the losses associated with the full experimental
setup and the formation of the complex square duct flow behind the propagating
shock, which was found to be beyond the scope of this research and is suggested for
future when better computational resources become available. Overall, it is shown
that the level of agreement that is obtained with reduced computational domain
and a two-dimensional high resolution computation is sufficient and the computed
results can support experimental findings to gain better understanding of the physical
processes (such as interaction of reflected pressure waves with vortices) associated
with the current problem.

Recommendations
For future, reduced order modeling via Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
could be beneficial due to the very short duration of these type of flows. In addition,
acoustics analysis using a two-dimensional Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW-H)
method is needed for the quantification of broadband noise levels in the far-field.
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A. Sample Shock Tube Analytical Solution

Sample calculations for a shock tube is shown here. Given, the pressure ratio
across the diaphragm ( PPRL =

P4
)
P1

the following equations can be used to find all the

flow variables behind and after the moving shock. Equation. A.1 shows an implicit
representation of MS . This can be solved numerically using Newton’s method for
instance,
PL
2 MS2 (
=
PR
( + 1)
For

PL
PR

1)



1 aL
·
+ 1 aR

1

✓

MS

1
MS

◆

2
1

(A.1)

= 4, MS = 1.34 is found numerically. Using Eq. A.2, given atmospheric

conditions on the right side of the diaphragm (denoted as 1), the shock speed (WS )
can be obtained.
MS =

WS
a1

(A.2)

In this case, assuming Tatm = 288(K), the speed of sound in the right region is found
to be a1 = 340.26(m/s). This gives WS = 456(m/s).
Once WS is known, the pressure jump (pjump =

p2
)
p1

across the right moving shock

wave can be calculated using Eq. A.3.
W S = a1

r

+ 1 ⇣ p2
2
p1

⌘
1 +1

(A.3)
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In this case, the pressure jump
ratio ( ⇢⇢21 ) are both function of

p2
p1

= 1.928. The temperature ratio ( TT21 ), and density

and

p2
p1

T2
p2
=
T1
p1
⇢2
=
⇢1

only as shown by the equations below,
+1
1

1+

1+

+1
1

+1
1

p2
p1
+1 p2
1 p1

+

⇣ ⌘

!

(A.4)

p2
p1

+

(A.5)

p2
p1

In this case, the temperature ratio ( TT21 ), and density ratio ( ⇢⇢21 ) are found to be:
T2
T1

= 1.216 and

⇢2
⇢1

= 1.585. Assuming atmospheric conditions for pressure and

density as: p1 = 1bar and ⇢1 = 1.225(kg/m3 ) all the flow properties behind and after
the shock is known. The mass flow induced velocity (up ) can also be obtained from
the pressure jump ( pp21 ) using the equation,
a1 ⇣ p 2
Up =
p1

1

⌘

2
+1
p2
p1

+

1
+1

! 12

(A.6)

In this case, up = 168.4(m/s). These are essentially the required flow properties for
the initialization of the flow field in the SU2 CFD code.
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B. Reynolds Number and Boundary Layer Calculations

The formula for calculating Reynolds Number is given as:
Rex =

⇢U1 x
µ

(B.1)

Where, x is the characteristics length (here chosen as the streamwise distance from
inlet to groove), x = 5.15(mm). U = up = 168.4(m/s) in this case. Density is
⇢ = ⇢2 = 1.942(kg/m3 ), while temperature is T = T2 = 350.47(K). The dynamic
viscosity, µdyn in the SU2 is modeled by Sutherland’s law as shown below (Sutherland,
1893),
µdyn = µref

✓

T
Tref

◆3/2

Tref + S
T +S

(B.2)

The SU2 code employs dimensional variables, and the constants used are: µref =
1.716 · 10 5 (kg/ms), Tref = 273.15(K), and S = 110.4(K). In this case, µdyn =
2.075 · 10 5 (kg/ms). The Re is then found to be Re = 8.12 · 104 . Based on this
value the flow has been assumed to be laminar, and the following equation for the
calculation of the boundary layer has been used,
5x
=p
Rex
Where, x = 5.15(mm), The boundary layer thickness
assumptions is found to be,

(B.3)
based on the laminar flow

= 9.04 · 10 5 (m) = 0.0904(mm). It has been ensured to

have at least 30 points inside the boundary layer thickness . This gives an average
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size of

h

= 0.003, however, with sufficient stretching of the first few cells near the

wall a

hmin

= 0.001 was obtained, which ensured to have at least two to three cells

existing for y+ < 5.
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C. Sample SU2 Configuration File

1

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

2

%

%

3

% SU2 configuration file

%

4

% Case description : Shock wave propagation over a wedge ( Schardin ’ s problem )

%

5

% Author : Seyed Mehdi Mortazawy

%

6

% Institution : Embry - Riddle Aeronautical University

%

7

% Date : 2018.25.03

%

8

% Code Version 5.0.0 " Raven "

%

9

%

%

10

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

11
12

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - DIRECT , ADJOINT , AND LINEARIZED PROBLEM DEFINITION - - - - - - - - - - - -%

13

%

14

% Physical governing equations ( EULER , NAVIER_STOKES ,

15

%

WAVE_EQUATION , HEAT_EQUATION , FEM_ELASTICITY ,

16

%

POISSON_EQUATION )

17

P H Y S I C A L _ P R O B L EM = EULER

18

%

19

% Specify turbulence model ( NONE , SA , SA_NEG , SST , SA_E , SA_COMP , SA_E_COMP )

20

K IN D_ TU R B_ MO DE L = NONE

21

%

22

% Mathematical problem ( DIRECT , C O N T I N U O U S _ A D J O I N T )

23

MATH_PROBLEM = DIRECT

24

% Restart solution ( NO , YES )

25

RESTART_SOL = YES

26

%

27

TESTCASE_TYPE = SHOCKTUBE

28

%
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29

%

30

% System of measurements ( SI , US )

31

% International system of units ( SI ): ( meters , kilograms , Kelvins ,

32

%

Newtons = kg m / s ^2 , Pascals = N / m ^2 ,

33

%

Density = kg / m ^3 , Speed = m /s ,

34

%

Equiv . Area = m ^2 )

35

% United States customary units ( US ): ( inches , slug , Rankines , lbf = slug ft / s ^2 ,

36

%

psf = lbf / ft ^2 , Density = slug / ft ^3 ,

37

%

Speed = ft /s , Equiv . Area = ft ^2 )

38

S Y S T E M _ M E A S U R E M E N T S = SI

39

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - UNSTEADY SIMULATION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

40

%

41

% Unsteady simulation ( NO , TIME_STEPPING , DUAL_TIME_STEPPING -1 ST_ORDER ,

42

%

43

U N S T E A D Y _ S I M U L A T I O N = TIME_STEPPING

44

%

45

% Time Step for dual time stepping simulations ( s )

46

UNST_TIMESTEP = 0.0000001

47

% 24 steps per period : 0 . 0 0 2 4 5 3 6 4 8 5 0 1 3 6 9 7 4 8 8

48

% 25 steps per period : 0 . 0 0 2 3 5 5 5 0 2 5 6 1 3 1 4 9 5 8 7

49

%

50

% Total Physical Time for dual time stepping simulations ( s )

51

UNST_TIME = 10

52

% 10 periods : 0 . 5 8 8 8 7 5 6 4 0 3 2 8 7 3 9 7

53

%

54

% Number of internal iterations ( dual time method )

55

UNST_INT_ITER = 50

56

%

57

% Starting direct iteration for unsteady adjoint

58

U N S T _ A D J O I N T _ I T E R = 251

59

%

60

% Iteration number to begin unsteady restarts

61

UNST_RESTART_ITER = 1

DUAL_TIME_STEPPING -2 ND_ORDER )
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62

%

63

% - - - - - - - - - - - COMPRESSIBLE AND INCOM PRESSIB LE FREE - STREAM DEFINITION - - - - - - - - - -%

64

%

65

FREESTREAM_PRESSURE_1

66

F R E E S T R E A M _ T E M P E R A T U R E _ 1 = 350.5

67

FREESTREAM_VELOCITYX_1

= 168.62

68

FREESTREAM_VELOCITYY_1

= 0.0

69

%

70

% Free stream right state

71

%

72

FREESTREAM_PRESSURE_2

73

F R E E S T R E A M _ T E M P E R A T U R E _ 2 = 288.15

74

FREESTREAM_VELOCITYX_2

= 0.0

75

FREESTREAM_VELOCITYY_2

= 0.0

76

%

77

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BOUNDARY CONDITION DEFINITION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

78

%

79

% Euler wall boundary marker ( s ) ( NONE = no marker )

80

MARKER_EULER = ( wall , top , bottom

81

%

82

%

83

% Supersonic inlet boundary marker ( s ) ( NONE = no marker )

84

% Format : ( inlet marker , temperature , static pressure , velocity_x ,

85

%

86

M A R K E R _ S U P E R S O N I C _ I N L E T = ( inlet , 350.5 , 195557.25 , 168.62 , 0.0 , 0.0 )

87

%

88

% Supersonic outlet boundary marker ( s ) ( NONE = no marker )

89

M A R K E R _ S U P E R S O N I C _ O U T L E T = ( outlet )

90

%

91

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - COMMON PARAMETERS DEFINING THE NUMERICAL METHOD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

92

%

93

% Numerical method for spatial gradients ( GREEN_GAUSS , LEAST_SQUARES ,

94

%

= 195557.25

= 101325.0

)

velocity_y , velocity_z , ... ) , i . e . primitive variables specified .

WEIGHTED_LEAST_SQUARES )
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95

N UM _M ET H OD _G RA D = W E I G H T E D _ L E A S T _ S Q U A R E S

96

%

97

% Courant - Friedrichs - Lewy condition of the finest grid

98

% CFL_NUMBER = 0.1

99

%

100

% Adaptive CFL number ( NO , YES )

101

% CFL_ADAPT = NO

102

%

103

% Parameters of the adaptive CFL number ( factor down , factor up , CFL min value ,

104

%

105

% CF L_ A DA PT _P A RA M = ( 1.5 , 0.5 , 1.0 , 100.0 )

106

%

107

% Runge - Kutta alpha coefficients

108

RK_A LPHA_COE FF = ( 0.66667 , 0.66667 , 1.000000 )

109

%

110

% Number of total iterations

111

EXT_ITER = 1

112

%

113

% Linear solver for the implicit formulation ( BCGSTAB , FGMRES )

114

LINEAR_SOLVER = FGMRES

115

%

116

% Min error of the linear solver for the implicit formulation

117

L I N E A R _ S O L V E R _ E R R O R = 1E -6

118

%

119

% Max number of iterations of the linear solver for the implicit formulation

120

LINEAR_SOLVER_ITER = 5

121

%

122

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FLOW NUMERICAL METHOD DEFINITION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

123

%

124

% Convective numerical method ( JST , LAX - FRIEDRICH , CUSP , ROE , AUSM , HLLC ,

125

%

126

C O N V _ N U M _ M E T H O D _ F L O W = HLLC

127

%

CFL max value )

TURKEL_PREC , MSW )
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128

% Spatial numerical order integration (1 ST_ORDER , 2 ND_ORDER , 2 N D _ O R D E R _ L I M I T E R )

129

%

130

SPATIAL_ORDER_FLOW = 2 ND_ORDER_LIMITER

131

%

132

% Slope limiter ( VENKATAKRISHNAN , MINMOD )

133

S L O P E _ L I M I T E R _ F L O W = VE NK AT A KR IS HN A N

134

%

135

% Coefficient for the limiter ( smooth regions )

136

LIMITER_COEFF = 0.3

137

%

138

% 1 st , 2 nd and 4 th order artificial dissipation coefficients

139

AD_COEFF_FLOW = ( 0.15 , 0.5 , 0.02 )

140

%

141

% Time dis cretiza tion ( RUNGE - KUTTA_EXPLICIT , EULER_IMPLICIT , EULER_E XPLICIT )

142

T I M E _ D I S C R E _ F L OW = RUNGE - KUTTA_E XPLICIT

143

%

144

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CONVERGENCE PARAMETERS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

145

%

146

% Convergence criteria ( CAUCHY , RESIDUAL )

147

%

148

CONV_CRITERIA = RESIDUAL

149

%

150

% Residual reduction ( order of magnitude with respect to the initial value )

151

R E S I D U A L _ R E D U C T I O N = 10

152

%

153

% Min value of the residual ( log10 of the residual )

154

R ES ID UA L _M IN VA L = -13

155

%

156

% Start convergence criteria at iteration number

157

STAR TCONV_IT ER = 10

158

%

159

% Number of elements to apply the criteria

160

CAUCHY_ELEMS = 100

151
161

%

162

% Epsilon to control the series convergence

163

CAUCHY_EPS = 1E -10

164

%

165

% Function to apply the criteria ( LIFT , DRAG , NEARFIELD_PRESS , SENS_GEOMETRY ,

166

%

167

C A U C H Y _ F U N C _ F L OW = DRAG

168

%

169

% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - INPUT / OUTPUT INFORMATION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%

170

%

171

% Mesh input file

172

MESH_FILENAME = schardin . su2

173

%

174

% Mesh input file format ( SU2 , CGNS , NETCDF_ASCII )

175

MESH_FORMAT = SU2

176

%

177

% Mesh output file

178

M E S H _ O U T _ F I L E N A M E = mesh_out . su2

179

%

180

% Restart flow input file

181

S O L U T I O N _ F L O W _ F I L E N A M E = solution_flow . dat

182

%

183

% Restart adjoint input file

184

S O L U T I O N _ A D J _ F I L E N A M E = solution_adj . dat

185

%

186

% Output file format ( PARAVIEW , TECPLOT )

187

OUTPUT_FORMAT = TECP LOT_BIN ARY

188

%

189

% Output file convergence history ( w / o extension )

190

CONV_FILENAME = history

191

%

192

% Output file restart flow

193

R E S T A R T _ F L O W _ F I L E N A M E = solution_flow . dat

SENS_MACH , DELTA_LIFT , DELTA_DRAG )
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%

195

% Output file restart adjoint

196

R E S T A R T _ A D J _ F I L E N A M E = restart_adj . dat

197

%

198

% Output file flow ( w / o extension ) variables

199

V O L U M E _ F L O W _ F I L E N A M E = flow

200

%

201

% Output file adjoint ( w / o extension ) variables

202

V O L U M E _ A D J _ F I L E N A M E = adjoint

203

%

204

% Output objective function gradient ( using continuous adjoint )

205

G R A D _ O B J F U N C _ F I L E N A M E = of_grad . dat

206

%

207

% Output file surface flow coefficient ( w / o extension )

208

S U R F A C E _ F L O W _ F I L E N A M E = surface_flow

209

%

210

% Output file surface adjoint coefficient ( w / o extension )

211

S U R F A C E _ A D J _ F I L E N A M E = s u rf ac e_ a dj oi nt

212

%

213

% Writing solution file frequency

214

WRT_SOL_FREQ = 1

215

%

216

W R T _ S O L _ F R E Q _ D U A L T I M E =1

217

% Writing convergence history frequency

218

WRT_CON_FREQ = 1

